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Abstract

With emergence of Internet of Things (IoT), new network challenges such as mas-

sive connection, energy efficiency, and security are arising. To deal these chal-

lenges, industries and academia have been proposing the next-generation wireless

communication technologies for IoT. 5G has been proposed for wireless wide area

network (WWAN) which includes IoT communication. Similarly, IEEE 802.11ah

is designed for IoT communication in the wireless local area network(WLAN),

also known as Wi-Fi HaLow. However, each technology has trade-off in terms

of meeting the IoT network requirements. For instance, 5G, specially long term

evolution-advanced (LTE-A) Pro network has included features such as group

paging, Narrow-band IoT, end-to-end security and so on to enable massive and

secure communication. However, 5G have not designed any specific energy effi-

cient protocols and cellular networks consume higher energy compared to other

wireless technologies. Therefore, in this thesis, IoT data communication tech-

nology of LTE-A Pro networks i.e.; group paging is improved by minimizing

energy consumption while providing required quality of services. Likewise, IEEE

802.11ah has included novel medium access control protocol such as restricted

access window (RAW), traffic indication map for energy efficient communication

by massive amount of devices. However, IEEE 802.11ah has not provided any

new security protocols for IoT communication, which can be an acute concern

for network security. Therefore, this thesis investigates Internet-wide port scan

approach over IEEE 802.11ah for risk assessment of IoT devices and proposes

novel IEEE 802.11ah network-aware IWPS system to maximize the IoT security.

Overall, this thesis proposes novel approaches for energy efficient and secure data

transmission over the next-generation IoT wireless network.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Background

The Internet of Things (IoT) is one of the emerging technologies that promises to

transform our society into an“ intelligent society”by enabling and connecting

smart“ sensor embedded physical objects”to the Internet [1]. With the inter-

connection of smart objects, IoT provides innovative services such as intelligent

transport systems, smart healthcare and home, intelligent industry, and so on.

Based on predictions by IHS Markit, the number of connected devices is going

to be massive, i.e., around 125 billion [2]. Moreover, IoT devices are miniature

compared to traditional devices which make them constrained by energy and re-

sources such as memory. Thus, advanced connectivity alternatives need to be

developed for meeting IoT communication requirements at each level of the net-

work. To address IoT connectivity necessities, standards such as the Institute

of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE), and 3rd Generation Partnership

Project (3GPP) have proposed various wireless communication technologies for

each type of network [3, 4]. Wireless communication technologies are obligatory

for IoT owing to the ubiquitous connection requirement by smart objects such

1
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EnergySecurity

Massive Connection

E-to-E security

Group Paging

RAW protocol

Heirarchical AID

Research Gap

Figure 1.1: Research Gap: Energy-efficient and Secure IoT data communication
over LTE-A Pro and IEEE 802.11ah respectively

as intelligent cars. Therefore, this thesis focuses on IoT wireless network. Wire-

less networks are usually classified based on scale and range of networks such as

wireless local area network (WLAN), wireless wide area network (WWAN), and

wireless personal area network (WPAN). Similarly, IoT wireless network is classi-

fied into these types and specific communication protocols are designed for each

type. This thesis will emphasize on WLAN and WWAN IoT communication

technologies. The latest cellular technology i.e., long term evolution advanced

(LTE-A) Pro over 5G includes technologies for enabling IoT data communication

over WAN. Thus, this thesis will focus on the IEEE 802.11ah and 5G communi-

cation technologies for IoT data communication.

Massive connection, low energy consumption and secure transmission are the

major requirements for IoT data communication, as shown in the three axis of

Fig. 1.1 [5]. IoT devices will be available everywhere owing to various innovative

application, which massively deploy devices in every area. Thus, communication

2
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technologies should support massive connection. Moreoever, IoT devices should

run for decades with a single battery owing to their placement in sophisticated

places, which makes replacement and recharging difficult. Moreover, the size of

devices also restricts them from having high power batteries. Therefore, IoT data

communication should be energy efficient. IoT security is another challenge due

to constrained resources such as memory, processing, and so on; restricting the

implementation of security protocols, intrusion protection systems, and complex

passwords [7]. IoT devices are prone to exposure due to placement in open public

places. Therefore, IoT devices are easy prey for attackers. Moreover, the infected

devices can act as bots, that can be exploited to initiate distribute denial services

(DDoS) attack on other network infrastructure [7]. IoT security becomes an

area of acute concern which needs to be addressed for IoT data communication.

Each IoT communication technology should be energy efficient and secure while

enabling massive connections. However, both IEEE 802.11ah and 5G technologies

have a trade-off in addressing the above issues.

5G technologies, especially long-term evolution-advanced (LTE-A) pro has

proposed technologies for supporting massive communication such as group pag-

ing, as depicted in Fig. 1.1 [6]. Group paging is a novel pull-based data com-

munication approach that extracts data from a group of devices periodically [8].

It avoids congestion at cellular networks. Moreover, cellular networks are more

secure than Wi-Fi due to use of licensed spectrum, well-protected infrastructure

under the control of mobile service providers, and end-to-end encryption with

internet security protocols at the back end that provides protected communica-

tion over 5G, as mentioned in Fig. 1.1. However, high energy consumption by

mobile devices is always a problem for cellular networks [8]. Therefore, energy-

efficient design of IoT data communication system over LTE-A Pro networks such

as group paging should be focused.

3
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IEEE 802.11ah has also designed group based new medium access control

(MAC) protocol including features such as restricted access window (RAW), traf-

fic indication map, associated identification, and time to wake up, as mentioned

inside the area under WiFi-Halow in the Fig. 1.1 [9]. IEEE 802.11ah supports

massive connections and provide energy-efficient communication, as depicted in

Fig. 1.1. However, IEEE 802.11ah has not proposed improved security features

for novel IoT security issues, which inherits existing security issues [10]. Thus,

this　 thesis focuses on improving IoT security over the IEEE 802.11ah. In this

regard, researchers are investigating to use a well-known network sifting mech-

anism i.e.; Internet-wide port scan (IWPS) for identifying vulnerabilities in the

IoT [11, 12]. However, existing scanners lack the probing with WLAN aware-

ness [12]. Moreover, IEEE 802.11ah has low bandwidth compared to traditional

IEEE 802.11n. Thus, improper scan rate without awareness of IEEE 802.11ah

efficiency can lower the performance network, which may increase the risk on IoT

devices. Therefore, network-aware IWPS system is needed for improving security

over IEEE 802.11ah.

1.2 Research Purposes

This thesis aims to design models for energy efficient and secure IoT data com-

munication over IoT wireless network. Especially, this thesis focuses on model-

ing group paging technologies over LTE-A pro networks and IWPS over IEEE

802.11ah network for improving IoT security. Therefore, this thesis proposes new

models to achieve following purposes:

1. Design grouping approaches for mobile IoT devices (MIDs) to min-

imize energy consumption while providing QoS

4
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2. Design network-aware IWPS for IEEE 802.11ah enabled IoT devices

to maximize IoT security

For the first purpose, this thesis proposes mathematical models to estimate

energy and QoS parameters such as delay and packet loss for grouping of MIDs

having various traffic characteristics and mobility pattern. Thereafter, to achieve

the first purpose, this thesis provides optimal solution such that energy consump-

tion is minimized while satisfying the QoS constraints. The proposed models and

solution enable energy-efficient IoT data communication using group paging ap-

proach over LTE-A Pro networks.

For the second purpose, this thesis proposes novel network-aware IWPS math-

ematical models to maximize the security of IoT devices and improve the per-

formance of IWPS over IEEE 802.11ah. The proposed model considers “risk” as

security metric to analyze the security of any IoT devices. These proposed models

evaluates the impact of low IoT network performance on cyber security services

such as confidentiality, integrity, availability of IoT data, and attack likelihood

owing to IWPS. Based on these models, this thesis minimizes the risk on IoT de-

vices by providing optimal scan rate for IWPS such that IEEE 802.11ah network

has better performance to provide security services. Such proposed models can

assist network operators and security admins to efficiently set scan rate for IWPS

without compromising IoT security services and network’s performance.

1.3 Thesis Structure

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows.

The overview of data communication technologies over IoT wireless networks

are presented in Chapter 2. Moreover, the related works of each focused tech-

nologies are pointed out in this chapter.

5
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Chapter 3 describes research challenges of grouping approach of MIDs. There-

after, this chapter proposes novel mathematical models to optimize the energy

consumption and meet the QoS requirements of each IoT device. Finally, this

chapter explains analysis of the proposed models while comparing its performance

to random grouping approach.

Chapter 4 presents background on focused security technology for IoT and

research challenges of IWPS related to IoT security degradation. To solve such

challenges, this chapter proposes mathematical models to maximize IoT security

based on scan rate and network performance of IEEE 802.11ah network. Finally,

this chapter shows the numerical analysis to maximize the security.

Finally, Chapter 5 draws concluding remarks to this thesis.

6



Chapter 2

Data Communication System

over IoT Wireless Networks

2.1 Introduction

This chapter introduces data communication technologies of IoT wireless network.

As stated in the previous chapter that LTE-A Pro under 5G is the focused tech-

nology for communication over WWAN and IEEE 802.11ah for WLAN. Hence, at

first, this chapter presents LTE-A Pro communication technologies such as pag-

ing, discontinuous reception (DRX), and group paging. Thereafter, this chapter

presents the related works of group paging with the research gap in this tech-

nology. Moreover, for IEEE 802.11ah, this chapters explains it’s novel medium

access control (MAC) protocol that are restricted access window (RAW), and

carrier sense multiple access/collision avoidance (CSMA/CA). This chapter fo-

cuses on security issues of IoT over WLAN, and introduces the security analysis

technology i.e. IWPS. Thereafter, this chapter describes the related works of

IWPS over IEEE 802.11ah based on performance of MAC protocol.

The content of this chapter are referred from these papers that are written

7
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and published by me and my co-authors.

• Shikhar Verma, Yuichi Kawamoto and Nei. Kato, “Energy-Efficient Group

Paging Mechanism for QoS Constrained Mobile IoT Devices Over LTE-A

Pro Networks Under 5G,” in IEEE Internet of Things Journal, vol. 6, no.

5, pp. 9187-9199, Oct. 2019.

• Shikhar Verma, Yuichi Kawamoto and Nei. Kato, “A Network-aware Internet-

wide Scan for Security Maximization of IPv6-enabled WLAN IoT Devices,”

in IEEE Internet of Things Journal (Accepted).

• Shikhar Verma, Yuichi Kawamoto and Nei. Kato, “Security Analysis of

Network-Oblivious Internet-Wide Scan for IEEE 802.11ah Enabled IoT,”

IEEE International Conference on Vehicular Communications (VTC-Fall

2020), Virtual Conference, Nov. 2020.
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2.2 Data Transmission Technology over LTE-A

Pro

2.2.1 Paging and DRX

LTE-A Pro networks has included several features for efficient data transmission

by IoT devices such as paging and DRX mechanism [13]. Paging is a pull-based

data transmission approach used by cellular networks. This method reduces net-

work congestion by restricting a device to access the channel at an instant. In

paging approach, mobile management entity transmits the PM to all eNodeB

(eNBs) in the tracking area list, and then each eNB broadcasts the paging mes-

sage (PM) at the Paging Occasion (PO) of that specific device, as depicted in

Figure. 2.1. Devices monitor the physical downlink control channel for PM at each

PO. Upon receiving the PM, a device initiates random access channel (RACH)

process in the next random access slot. If a device successfully receives the up-

link resources from the network during RACH procedure, then it starts the uplink

data transmission. Figure. 2.1 shows the PO for Device 1 and Device 2 only. Al-

though monitoring for PM at each radio sub-frames can be attractive from the

delay aspect, it comes at the expense of high energy consumption of devices.

Since IoT devices are restrained by power consumption and data transmission is

periodic, IoT devices should follow the DRX mechanism of LTE networks after

data transmission to reduce such energy consumption. DRX mechanism allows

IoT devices to turn off their radio interface and enter into sleep mode after data

transmission/reception [14]. Hence, every device has a predefined, periodic sleep-

wakeup cycle, also called its DRX cycle. As shown in Figure. 2.1, devices wake up

after sleep mode at their PO to check for any PM. If a device receives the PM, it

initiates RACH procedure and uplink data transmission. A device can also down-

load data from eNB after receiving PM. In case there is no PM, the device goes

9
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RACH + Uplink Data TransmissionCheck PM

1 PO for Device 1 Broadcast PM2 PO for Device 2

1 2 1 1 2

Radio sub-frames (1 sub-frame = 1 ms)

Sleep

DRX cycleON time

2eNB

Device 1

Device 2

t

⋯ 1

t

⋯ ⋯

Figure 2.1: Paging and DRX mechanism of LTE-A Pro networks

to sleep mode without any transmission/reception. However, we are considering

periodic uplink data transmission in IoT. Hence, we can say that each device has

DTF. We define DTF as the number of times uplink data is transmitted within

a particular period. For instance, in Figure. 2.1, Device 1 initiates uplink data

transmission thrice, and Device 2 does so twice within a certain period of time.

Hence, IoT devices have two characteristics, namely DRX cycle (sleep-wake) and

DTF. In this paper, we consider these two characteristics of IoT devices. DRX

mechanism in LTE-A Pro networks is known as extended-DRX because DRX

cycle can be longer for IoT devices that need to sleep for hours. Hence, DRX

and e-DRX has same meaning in this thesis. However, eNB has to broadcast

a prohibitively large number of PMs to activate a large number of devices over

many time frames; thus rendering paging impractical when the number of IoT

devices is massive [8]. Moreover, multiple PMs create massive signal overload at

the network. Therefore, 3GPP proposed a group paging mechanism to deal with

the limitations of paging mechanism for IoT devices.

10
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Devices eNB

Step 4

Step 5: 

Sleep

RACH 

process

Figure 2.2: RACH process by devices of group

2.2.2 Group paging

The group paging is an efficient pull-based mechanism for periodic data transmis-

sion from a massive number of IoT devices that overcomes long paging delays by

activating a group of devices through a single PM [8]. In group paging, there are

five steps. In the first step, IoT devices are arranged into different groups, and

eNB assigns a unique GID to each IoT device upon joining the cell and a group.

The devices in a group are denoted as aG-IoTDs in this thesis. In step 2, eNB

broadcasts the group ID (GID). In step 3, aG-IoTDs having same GID initiate

the RACH process simultaneously at the first available random access slot after

receiving PM. The RACH process is a four-step process to obtain uplink syn-

chronization and data transmission resources, as shown in Figure. 2.2. In step 4,

aG-IoTDs starts the data transmission after successfully establishing connection

11
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to the eNB through RACH process [15]. After data transmission, aG-IoTDs go to

sleep mode in step 5. As we can see, in the group paging, aG-IoTDs wake-up and

initiate data transmission simultaneously . Hence, aG-IoTDs should have com-

mon DRX cycle and DTF. The explanation to set DRX and DTF of aG-IoTDs

is discussed in the next subsection.

2.2.3 Group Paging Constraints

As mentioned in previous subsection, each IoT device has two required charac-

teristics, namely, DRX and DTF, and group paging allows a group of devices to

wake-up, receive PM and start the data transmissions simultaneously. Therefore,

to synchronize the PM notification, sleep-wake cycle and uplink data transmis-

sion, all aG-IoTDs should have a common DRX and DTF that can be called as

the group DRX (G-DRX) and group DTF (G-DTF). As a result, group paging

changes the required characteristics of aG-IoTDs. Therefore, G-DRX and G-DTF

of a group should be determined such that devices in a group meet their required

DRX and DTF. Hence, G-DRX should be set such that each aG-IoTD should

have at most their original DRX, and G-DTF should be selected such that each

aG-IoTD can transmit at least equal to its original DTF. Thus, G-DRX is chosen

as minimum DRX of aG-IoTDs in the group, and G-DTF is the maximum DTF

of aG-IoTDs in the group. Hence, the network decides the G-DRX and G-DTF of

each group based on the required characteristics of aG-IoTDs. These restrictions

are referred to as group paging constraints in the rest of the paper. The group

paging constraint is represented from (2.1) to (2.2):

GDXG = min(DXG
1 , DXG

2 , . . . , DXG
N), (2.1)
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GFG = max(FG
1 , FG

2 , . . . , FG
N ). (2.2)

GDXG and GFG are the G-DRX and G-DTF of group G, respectively. DXG
i

and FG
i are the required or original DRX and DTF of aG-IoTD i of group G,

respectively. N is the total number of aG-IoTDs in a group.

Fig. 2.3 depicts an example of group paging constraints. In Fig. 2.3, an IoT

Device, named Device 1, of a smart logistic truck and another IoT Device, named

Device 2, of a smart car are group together. Hence, Device 1 and Device 2 are

aG-IoTDs after grouping. Device 1 and Device 2 have DRX1 and DRX2 as their

original DRX cycles, where DRX1 is shorter than DRX2. Similarly, Device 1 and

Device 2 have two and three times required uplink data transmission within a

certain time, respectively. After grouping, G-DRX is configured to the DRX of

Device 1 to meet the group paging constraints, i.e. (2.1). The DRX of Device 2

modifies to the DRX of Device 1, which means more wake up within a certain

period of time. Similarly, from (2.2), G-DTF is set to three. Hence, DTF of

Device 1 changes to three times within a certain time. Finally, it can be concluded

Grouping

Group

Changed characteristics

DRX1 t

Check PM

Uplink Data 

Transmission

DRX2

Device 1’s required 

characteristics

Device 2’s required 

characteristics

tDRX1 t

Figure 2.3: An illustration of group paging constraints.
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that owing to group paging constraints, DRX and DTF of group depends on types

of aG-IoTDs and aG-IoTDs are decided based on the grouping method. This

chapter presents the related work to the group paging technology in the next

section.

2.2.4 Related Works to Group Paging

This section discuses the existing works for each step of group paging approach.

There are several works addressing methods to design step 2, 3, and 4. For in-

stance,for the step 2, [20] proposed approaches to efficiently schedule the group

paging message such as consecutive group paging. Similarly,for step 3 and 4, [8,

15, 16] addressed several issues such as improvement of the RACH regarding

preamble collision probability, access success probability, dynamic resource allo-

cation, access delay and so on. There are also existing works to optimize DRX

for the step 5 of group paging approach. Existing literature on DRX has studied

performance improvement of DRX mechanism by tuning the parameters such as

ON time, inactivity timers, sleep ratio and so on, which optimize the energy con-

sumption based on traffic characteristics and QoS features [14, 17, 18]. However,

most researchers have considered optimizing DRX of a device in paging mech-

anism without considering the performance improvement of DRX of devices in

group paging mechanism, which may increase the energy consumption and de-

grade QoS. Hence, this chapter does not focus on performance improvement of

DRX of individual IoT devices; instead, this chapter focuses on DRX of groups

based on devices in the group. However, researchers including the 3GPP standard

have not extensively studied grouping methods for IoT devices. As, we have seen

that characteristics of a group such as DRX and DTF depends on the devices in

the group. Moreover, these characteristics are key parameters which can impact

energy consumption and QoS of any IoT devices in the group. Hence, this the-
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sis addresses the grouping challenge of IoT devices in group paging concerning

energy consumption and QoS.

2.3 Data Transmission Technology over IEEE

802.11ah

IEEE 802.11ah is a WLAN protocol, designed to meet wide array of IoT uses cases

and its requirements. This protocol is used by Wi-Fi alliance and also called as

Wi-Fi HaLow. It is build upon the success of IEEE 802.11n, operating in sub-

gigahertz frequency band. Enable to work in such lower bands provides several

benefits such as long range (around 1Km), penetration through obstacles (low

propagation loss), Internet Protocol (IP) connectivity, and so on. This protocol

also provide variable data rates (150 kbps to 100 Mbps), which is required for

heterogeneous IoT applications. Hence, IEEE 802.11ah is well suited technology

for IoT with IP connectivity, better data rate and coverage than other low power

IoT wireless network protocols such as Sigfox, Wi-SUN etc. The IEEE standard

has introduced several novel medium access (MAC) protocols features to support

massive connection under an AP and save significant amount of energy compared

to other WLAN standards. Hence, in this section, we presents the MAC protocols

of IEEE 802.11ah and its research gap i.e; security issues. Finally, this section

discuses the approaches for improvement of IoT security over IEEE 802.11ah

networks with their related works.

2.3.1 MAC protocol of IEEE 802.11ah

IEEE 802.11ah has proposed restricted access window (RAW) protocol for the

channel access by massive amount of IoT devices [9]. This protocol divides the

time such as beacon interval into several RAW frame and each RAW frame
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Figure 2.4: MAC Protocol of IEEE 802.11ah

(RFrame) is slotted into fixed number of RAW slots (Rslot). Each slot is dedicated

for a group of IoT devices for channel access and data transmission. Hence, the

IoT devices under an AP are divided into several groups. This protocol reduces

channel contention and saves significant energy consumption by allowing devices

to sleep in other than their specified Rslots. Moreover, devices in a group follow

Carrier-sense multiple access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) approach for

sub-GHz channel access, as shown in Figure. 2.4. In Figure. 2.4, we can see that

g number of devices of a group access the channel during Rslot using CSMA/CA

processs. At first, each device of a group starts the back-off slots. After the

end of backoff-slots, device starts the data transmission if it senses ideal chan-

nel, otherwise device initiate another random backoff. In case device finds idea

channel, that device initiate the data transmission followed by short inter frame

space (SIFS) time to receive acknowledgment (ACK) from AP. After receiving

ACK, channel is idle for distributed interframe space (DIFS) time to allow other

devices to sense idle channel. A Rslot is handover to another group after comple-

tion of CSMA/CA process by group. However, there is an issue during handover

of Rslot between two groups that is whether to allow the ongoing transmission is
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allowed to it’s Rslot boundary or not. IEEE 802.11ah defines ”No-Crossing slot”

if it is not allowed. IEEE 802.11ah includes holding period to avoid the cross-

ing of transmission to another slot. Devices are not allowed to transmit if they

can’t initiate before holding period, as shown in Figure. 2.4. In case of allowing

to cross slot, IEEE 802.11ah defines this case as ”Crossing slot”. However, no

new transmission is allowed after completion of ongoing transmission in case of

crossing slot. This thesis considers non-crossing slot case. However, IoT security

over IEEE 802.11ah is still concern. Therefore, next section presents the security

issues of IoT data transmission over IEEE 802.11ah.

2.3.2 Security Challenges of IoT over IEEE 802.11ah

IEEE 802.11ah has not proposed any new security features considering IoT’s

constraint like memory, processing and so on. The upgrade of Wi-Fi protected

access (WPA) is included in the IEEE 802.11ah. However, devices will experiences

similar problem as traditional AP. Moreover, WPA security methods may not be

able to implement in constrained IoT devices. Moreover, IoT devices are publicly

available which means it is easy to physically access and tamper with its security.

IoT devices have weak password also and unnecessary ports which welcome the

vulnerabilities. The patching management system is also not well defined owing to

massive IoT devices, placed in sophisticated places. Intrusion protection system

(IPS) is also weak due to low processing resources which restricts the deployment

IPS. Hence, security of IoT components needs to be monitored regularly. In

this regard, researchers and industries are going to use vulnerability scan at each

device through regular port scan. Hence, this thesis focuses on the regular port

scan of IoT devices to identify the vulnerability and improve security. In this

thesis, our target is to scan Internet-wide connected IoT devices. Hence, we

consider the Internet-wide port scan (IWPS) of IoT devices.
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Figure 2.5: Internet-wide port scan approach

2.3.3 Internet-wide port scan (IWPS)

The IWPS is an approach to scan services running on each port of the Internet-

wide connected devices, as shown in Figure. 2.5. The objective of IWPS is to

identify the any vulnerabilities in the Internet-wide connected devices. There

are various port scan techniques such as open, half-open, stealth scan and so on.

In this study, we consider transmission control protocol (TCP) half-open scan

owing to low burden on network and devices. With the TCP half-open scan,

the scanner generates synchronization (SYN) packets at a certain scan rate. The

SYN packets are scan packets in the Figure. 2.5. With a TCP SYN request,

an IoT device can respond with a reset (RST) in the case of closed ports or an

acknowledgment (ACK) in the case of open ports, as shown in Fig. 2.5. The

ACK and RST packets are response packets in the Figure. 2.5. The port scanner

can RST the ports after receiving an ACK. Thereafter, the scanners analyze

the responses to detect vulnerabilities. They then notify the telecommunication

carriers to alert the device owners and support centers, which, in turn, suggest

patching solutions. The scan and response packets has to transmit through the

IEEE 802.11ah networks. Hence, the performance of port scan depends on the

IEEE 802.11ah network performance and vice versa.
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2.3.4 Related Works to IWPS

Vulnerability scanning was developed for local private network-scanning capabil-

ities for less intrusive and IWPS for common public IPs. Most studies on the

reconnaissance of connected device ports were related to the design of efficient

frameworks/scanners using different approaches to generate and distribute SPs

for IWPSs [21, 22]. Other studies focused on intrusion detection and prevention

by analyzing the scan responses [23, 24]. However, most of these studies did

not address the WLAN network limitations. For example, the ZMAP product

claims that it is capable of scanning an entire IPV4 address in under 45 min for

a given port [21] using 97% of the gigabit ethernet capacity, which is not practi-

cal for IoT, owing to the unavailability of such throughput, plus the congestion

caused by Het-IoT traffic. The Masscan product faces the same issue. However,

both ZMap and Masscan have overcome the long scan delays issue of tools, such

as network mappers, by generating SPs faster and distributing them randomly.

However, the random distribution of SPs can overload IoT networks at certain

access points (AP) where fewer network resources are available for ultra-dense de-

vices [25]. In [25], a model was proposed to set a high scan rate while maximizing

the throughput for traditional IEEE 802.11 in order to deal with network con-

straints. However, this model considered only network improvements and ignored

security, including the impact on IPsec services, which is a prime objective of the

port scan. Moreover, the model was suited only to traditional IEEE 802.11; it

was not applicable to the IEEE 802.11ah RAW mechanism. Hence, in this study,

we address the high scan rate, which is not necessarily beneficial in terms of IoT

security. Moreover, emerging energy-efficient WLAN MAC protocols, such as

IEEE 802.11ah RAW, can restrict the scanning of sleeping IoT devices. Hence,

disorganized and random probing of IoT device ports over IEEE802.11ah can

degrade network and port-scan performance. Furthermore, most existing stud-
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ies on IEEE 802.11ah have focused on grouping strategies and performance of

the RAW protocol only, whereas the performance of traditional scan traffic un-

der such IoT-centric protocols has not been investigated [9, 26]. Therefore, this

study investigates a pioneering network-aware IWPS for IPV6-enabled IoT de-

vice security over the latest IEEE802.11ah networks. Moreover, we probe devices

on specific APs together rather than randomly to avoid congestion at uncertain

APs. In the next section, we discuss the research challenges faced by legacy port

scanning over IEEE 802.11ah.

2.4 Summary

This chapter presents prominent data communication technologies of LTE-A Pro

networks and IEEE 802.11ah WLAN. Group paging approach is explained in

this chapter, which is an effective data transmission technology for massive IoT

connection. Moreover, this chapter provides the related works of group paging.

Based on related works of group paging, this chapter presents a research issue to

investigate grouping approach of IoT devices concerning energy and QoS. Fur-

thermore, this chapter explains the MAC protocol of IEEE 802.11ah and security

challenges over it. In order to improve IoT security, this chapter presents a key

technologies i.e. IWPS and its related work. However, IWPS needs to be also

investigated owing to network-oblivious scan, which can degrade the performance.
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Chapter 3

An Energy Efficient Grouping

Approach for QoS constrained

mobile IoT devices

3.1 Introduction

This chapter presents the research challenge concerning inappropriate grouping

of MIDs with aG-IoTDs in a cell, which leads to significant energy consump-

tion. Moreover, this chapter investigates the scenarios where MIDs can have

long packet arrival delay (PAD) and packet loss rate (PLR) due to inappropriate

grouping. To address such issues, this chapter proposes the novel mathematical

models to minimize energy consumption while meeting QoS requirements. Fi-

nally, this chapter provides mathematical analyses and performance evaluation

of the proposed approach.

The parts of contents in this chapter are referred to the following papers that

are written based on our own researches.

• S. Verma, Y. Kawamoto and N. Kato, ”Energy-Efficient Group Paging
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Mechanism for QoS Constrained Mobile IoT Devices Over LTE-A Pro Net-

works Under 5G,” in IEEE Internet of Things Journal, vol. 6, no. 5, pp.

9187-9199, Oct. 2019.

3.2 Research Challenges: Energy and QoS

As in the previous chapter, we need to investigate the grouping techniques of

MIDs based on diverse characteristics and mobility patterns. Hence, this section

discusses system model and research challenges faced by MIDs upon joining a

new group.

3.2.1 High Energy Consumption

In this research, we consider that K groups are available in a cell, each containing

N aG-IoTDs, and MIDs join a new group G upon changing its current cell, where

G ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , K}. Thus, there is a continual change in the configuration of

groups due to joining and disbanding of groups by MIDs. Moreover, from (2.1)

to (2.2), we can see that aG-IoTDs have two common characteristics, namely

GDXG and GFG owing to the group paging constraint. Each MID has its own

required DRX and DTF, which should meet after joining a group. To meet the

constraints, grouping of MIDs can change the group’s characteristics or their own

characteristics. Hence, there can be two scenarios where the grouping of MIDs

can change the characteristics of aG-IoTDs and MIDs.

The first scenario happens when DRX of new MIDs is greater than the G-DRX

or vice-versa. The DRX of MIDs is changed to G-DRX in case of greater DRX

based on (2.1). Hence, MIDs wake up more frequently leading to high energy

consumption. Similarly, G-DRX can be greater than MIDs’ DRX. In this case,

the aG-IoTDs change their DRX to MIDs’ DRX, which increases their energy
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consumption. The second scenario happens when there is a difference in the

DTF of new MIDs and G-DTF. The DTF of MIDs becomes more frequent if it

is less than G-DTF as expressed in (2.2). Hence, MIDs have more frequent data

transmission, thus increasing the energy consumption of MIDs. Furthermore, the

DTF of MIDs can be greater than G-DTF. In this case, the DTF of aG-IoTDs is

changed to MID’s DTF which entails more frequent data transmissions for those

aG-IoTDs and resulting in increased energy consumption. Therefore, the major

difference between DRX of new MIDs and aG-IoTDs or DTF of them may lead

to high energy consumption. It may be possible that inappropriate grouping of

such diverse characteristics increase energy consumption significantly. Therefore,

our objective in this paper is to find optimal grouping for MIDs such that the

total energy consumption is minimum.

3.2.2 QoS degradation

In our system model, we consider MIDs having different mobility patterns. MIDs

move from a cell to another, as shown in Fig. 3.1(a). A person with a wearable IoT
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Figure 3.1: (a) Moving MIDs and their CRTs, (b) Case A: CC-PAD due to
joining group during sleep time and CRT is greater than next G-DRX, and (c)
Case B: CC-PAD due to joining group during sleep time and CRT is less than
next G-DRX.
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device (MIDA) starts walking at time instant τ0 from the previous cell and enters

into a new cell, i.e., its current cell at time instant τ1, as shown in Fig. 3.1(a).

Hence, MIDA resides within the previous cell for an interval of τ1 − τ0, which is

defined as Cell Residence Time (CRT) in this paper. Similarly, in the current

cell, MIDA has a CRT of τ2 − τ1. Besides, DRX of each IoT device has two

states, namely, ON state (checks PM, RACH procedure, inactivity timer, and

data transmission/reception) and sleep state. In Fig. 3.1(b), TA
ON and TA

sleep are

the expected ON time and sleep time of MIDA during its respective state before

grouping. Similarly, in Fig. 3.1(c), TB
ON and TB

sleep are the expected ON time and

sleep time of MIDB. However, the aG-IoTDs have the same DRX based on group

paging constraint. Therefore, we consider a common ON and sleep states of aG-

IoTDs which is called as Group-ON time and Group-sleep time, and denoted as

TG
ON and TG

sleep in this paper. TG
ON and TG

sleep are formulated as

TG
ON = max(T 1

ON, T
2
ON, . . . , T

N
ON), (3.1)

TG
sleep = GDXG − TG

ON, (3.2)

where T l
ON is ON time of aG-IoTD l, and l ∈ {1, 2, 3, . . . , N} in the group G.

TG
ON is maximum period when at least one aG-IoTD is active and TG

sleep is a

period when all aG-IoTDs are in sleep mode. Because MIDs can receive the new

group configuration through system information blocks broadcasted by eNB after

wakeup in their expected state, MIDs can join a group either in Group-ON time

or Group-sleep time. Moreover, DRX of a MID can change when it joins a group

owing to group paging constraints. Hence, due to change in the DRX parameter,

MIDs can receive PM if they join a group during Group-ON time and initiate data

transmission/reception process. Otherwise, MIDs need to wait for the next wake
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up of aG-IoTDs for PM as shown in Fig. 3.1(b) and Fig. 3.1(c). Thus, this waiting

time can cause PAD for MIDs while joining a new group in the current cell. In

this paper, we consider the PAD experienced by a MID in the current cell only

because the configurations of groups in the next cell is unknown. Therefore, PAD

is defined as the arrival delay experienced by a packet of a MID within its current

cell due to change in DRX parameters after joining a group and is abbreviated

as Current Cell PAD (CC-PAD) in this paper. It can be defined as the waiting

time to receive the next PM in the current cell. We consider CC-PAD for uplink

packets. However, it can be applicable for downlink packets. Moreover, CRT of

a MID in the current cell can either be greater or less than the next wake-up of

aG-IoTDs as illustrated in Fig. 3.1(b) and Fig. 3.1(c), respectively. For instance,

in Fig. 3.1(b), CRT of MIDA (τ2 − τ1) in the current cell is greater than the next

wake-up whereas in Fig. 3.1(c), CRT of MIDB (τ5 − τ4) in the current cell is lower

than the next wake-up of aG-IoTDs. Here, MIDB can be an IoT device from a

smart car which has high mobility and short CRT. In the former case, CC-PAD

is the waiting time for the next PM of the group. However, in the latter case,

MID misses the next PM in the current cell and look for next PM in the next

cell, which is unknown. Hence, in this case, CC-PAD experienced while joining

a group G in the current cell is equal to CRT of MID in the current cell. It has

to be noted that Fig. 3.1(b) and Fig. 3.1(c) show the two cases that CRT ends

during ON phase of MIDs because they do not perform cell reselection during

sleep time, which is also considered in [13].

Moreover, each MIDs have their own PAD and PLR requirements based on

application. MIDs can have packet loss if CC-PAD crosses the required PAD

[14]. Thus, CC-PAD and PLR of MIDs should be satisfied while group paging.

However, MIDs can avoid PLR challenge if PAD requirement is satisfied while

grouping. Hence, PLR constraint can be relaxed in the proposed solution which
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is presented in the further section. We model CC-PAD with PLR to show the

relationship of CC-PAD, PLR, mobility and GDXG in the next section. Based on

the ongoing discussion, it can be observed that energy consumption depends on

GDXG and GFG while QoS parameters depend on GDXG. Therefore, we propose

an approach to find the optimal GDXG and GFG such that energy consumption is

minimized while meeting PAD and PLR requirements. The problem formulation

and proposed models are presented in the subsequent sections.

3.3 Proposed Models

This section starts with the optimization problem formulation for grouping of

MIDs with aG-IoTDs. Furthermore, we propose a novel mathematical model

to analyze the CC-PAD and PLR experienced by MIDs while joining any new

group in a cell. Thereafter, we propose an energy consumption model for group

paging mechanism. Finally, we provide the solution of optimization problem and

determine optimal group for MIDs.

3.3.1 Problem Formulation

Suppose the number of MID arrivals over a period of time at a cell follows a Pois-

son Process with average arrival rate of λ per unit time. Let M be the expected

number of MIDs arrive at a cell within time ta, where M = λta. Regarding the

reserved resources, the total available resources for the contention based RACH

process are defined as Random Access Opportunities (RAOs) [8]. RAOs are

equal to the number of the reserved frequency band in an RA slot multiplied by

the number of available preambles for contention-based RACH. Without loss of

generality, in this paper, we assume one frequency band in an RA slot. Hence,

RAOs are equal to the number of preambles and has been denoted as R. How-
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ever, the RACH process by more than R number of aG-IoTDs and MIDs leads

to an increase in the probability of preamble collision. The collided devices per-

form random back-off and retransmit the preambles again with a ramp in power,

which increases the energy consumption. Therefore, in this paper, we assume

that a group can accept a maximum R number of IoT devices. This restriction

is a group capacity constraint and has been mentioned as constraint C1 in (3.5).

E is the total energy consumption of a group after grouping of M MIDs. Each

MID m (m = 1, . . . ,M) has PAD requirement dm and an estimated CC-PAD

based on the proposed delay model, represented as Dm. Similarly, the allowable

PLR is Qm and calculated PLR based on the proposed model is PLm. Moreover,

MIDs should meet the group paging constraints. Let MDXm and MFm be the

required DRX and DTF for the mth MID while GDXG and GFG be the G-DRX

and G-DTF of joining group. The new G-DRX and G-DTF of aG-IoTDs and

MIDs after grouping are denoted as CGDXG and CGFG, respectively, and is

formulated in (3.3) and (3.4), respectively.

CGDXG = min(GDXG,MDX1, . . . ,MDXM), (3.3)

CGFG = max(GFG,MF1, . . . ,MFM). (3.4)

The energy consumption of a group after grouping of MIDs depends on the

CGDXG and CGFG as explained in section 3.2.1. Moreover, the CC-PAD and

PLR depends on the GDXG as shown in section 3.2.2. Based on all the require-

ments and the objective of minimizing the energy consumption of IoT devices in
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group paging, the optimization problem can be formulated as (3.5):

Minimize
GDXG,GFG

E(CGDXG, CGFG),

Subject to: C1 : N +M ≤ R,

C2 : Dm ≤ dm,

C3 : PLm ≤ Qm,

C4 : CGDXG ≤ MDXm,

C5 : CGFG ≥ MFm.

(3.5)

However, without loss of generality, we suppose that each group can have capac-

ity to accept M MIDs, i.e., R−N ≥ M , where N is the number of aGIoTDs.

Therefore, we relax constraint C1 from (3.5). Constraint C2 and C3 repre-

sent constraints on PAD and PLR requirement of mth MID, respectively, where

m ∈ {1, 2, 3, ...,M}. Dm and PLm depends on the GDXG. Without loss of

generality, we consider d1 ≤ d2 ≤ d3 ≤ · · · ≤ dM and Q1 ≤ Q2 ≤ Q3 ≤ · · · ≤ QM .

Hence, constraint C2 and C3 can be changed to Dm ≤ d1 and PLm ≤ Q1. This

ensures that if MIDs meet the minimum PAD requirement (d1), then they will

meet their respective requirements also. Similarly, PLR requirement of MIDs

can be set as a minimum PLR requirement (Q1) of the MIDs. The CC-PAD

experienced by M MIDs joining group G having GDXG is same. Therefore, Dm

can be replaced with D. Likewise, PLR for M MIDs is also the same, which is

denoted as PL. Therefore, constraint C2 and C3 can be expressed in terms of d,

D, Q and PL, where d = d1 and Q = Q1. We can rewrite the problem in (3.5)
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as depicted in (3.6):

Minimize
GDXG,GFG

E(CGDXG, CGFG),

Subject to: C1 : D ≤ d,

C2 : PL ≤ Q,

C3 : CGDXG ≤ MDXm,

C4 : CGFG ≥ MFm.

(3.6)

We can see from (3.3), (3.4), and (3.6) that energy consumption, PAD and PLR

of MIDs depend on GDXG and GFG. Therefore, we need to find optimal GDX∗
G

and GF ∗
G for grouping of MIDs. In the next section, we propose a novel model

to estimate the D and PL of (3.6).

3.3.2 CC-PAD and PLR Model

The CC-PAD depends on two factors, 1) whether MID joins a group during its

sleep time or otherwise, 2) whether the CRT is less or greater than the next

wake up of the group. GDXG is represented as x in this model. In LTE, time is

represented as frames and a frame is divided into subframes where duration of a

frame and subframe is equal to 10 ms and 1ms respectively. Hence, in this paper,

we represent all time variables in subframes and, therefore, time parameters are

supposed to be discrete random variables. Moreover, CRT of a MID follows

exponential distribution function with 1/η average cell crossing rate [27]. The

Probability Density Function (PDF) of CRT having tc subframes is expressed in

(3.7):

PCRT(tc) = ηe−ηtc . (3.7)
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Here tc is also discrete random variables and can be represented in subframes.

We divide the CC-PAD and PLR model into two submodels: Model A and B.

Model A and B estimate the PDF and Cumulative Distribution Function (CDF)

of having CC-PAD owing to Case A and Case B respectively. Based on these two

models, we calculate the total PDF of having CC-PAD. Thereafter, we estimate

the CDF of CC-PAD that is greater than the allowable PAD, which provides

PLR.

Model A: The time interval of DRX can be represented into radio subframes,

and each subframe is equal to a millisecond. Moreover, in this model, tc is the

CRT of the previous cell. Suppose that a MID joins a group in a new cell at

subframe tj of a certain DRX cycle, which lies between 0 to x − 1. The tj can

be equal to the remainder r when tc is divided by x. Thus, the range of r is 0 to

x− 1, which gives the joining subframe. r = 0 means tc is multiple of x. r = 0

represents a MID that joins the group at a subframe which is a multiple of x,

such as x, 2x, 3x and so on. Similarly, r = 1 indicates that tc is multiple of x

with an addition of 1, such as x+ 1, 2x+ 1 and so on. Likewise, r = tj means tc

is multiple of x with an addition of tj, which provides the joining subframe at any

G-DRX cycle. Hence, tj depends on length of tc and x. However, tc is assumed to

be a stochastic process and is defined as PDF in this paper from (3.7). Therefore,

the r and tj are also estimated as PDF. Let Pjoin(tj) be the PDF of a MID that

joins tj subframe and Prem(r) be the PDF that remainder is r. Pjoin(tj) should

be equal to Prem(r), as shown in (3.8).

Pjoin(0 ≤ tj ≤ x− 1) = Prem(0 ≤ r ≤ x− 1). (3.8)
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The derivation of Prem(r) is expressed in (3.9).

Prem(r = 0) = PCRT(tc = x) + PCRT(tc = 2x) + · · · ,

Prem(r = 1) = PCRT(tc = x+ 1) + PCRT(tc = 2x+ 1) + · · · ,

Prem(r = tj) = PCRT(tc = x+ tj) + PCRT(tc = 2x+ tj) + · · · .

(3.9)

Following first and second equation of (3.9), PDF of a MID that joins the

group at tj is estimated. Using (3.7), (3.8) and (3.9), the final expression of

Pjoin(tj) can be written as

Pjoin(tj) = Prem(r = tj) =
∞∑
k=1

ηe−η(kx+tj). (3.10)

However, Pjoin(tj) should be normalized such that area under the range of 1 ≤

tj ≤ x − 1 is 1. let’s A is the normalizing constant of Pjoin(tj). So, Pjoin(tj)

expressed as

Pjoin(tj) =
∞∑
k=1

A ∗ ηe−η(kx+tj). (3.11)

The CDF of Pjoin(1 ≤ tj ≤ x− 1) should be 1. We have

x−1∑
tj=1

∞∑
k=1

A ∗ ηe−η(kx+tj) = 1. (3.12)

We can get A after solving (3.12). MIDs experience CC-PAD if they join

during sleep time of the group and needs to wait till the next wakeup to receive

PM for data transmission or reception as shown in Fig. 3 (b). The sleep time

varies from TG
ON +1 (after ON time) to x, where TG

ON is the Group-ON time, and

derived from (3.1). Hence, the CDF of joining the group during sleep time of a
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group is equal to CDF of Pjoin(tj)

Psleep =
x−1∑

tj=TG
ON+1

Pjoin(tj), (3.13)

where tj ranges from TG
ON + 1 to x. Let tA be the CC-PAD casued when a MID

joins the group at subframe tj, which lies from TG
ON + 1 to x, i.e., Group-sleep

time. For instance, if a MID joins group at the first subframe of sleep time,

i.e., tj = TG
ON + 1, then tA is x − (TG

ON + 1). Thus, tA is equal to x− tj. tA is

function of of tj. The calculation of tj subframe is a stochastic process as shown

in (3.10); therefore, the calculation of tA is also stochastic. The PDF of having

tA is denoted by PA
delay(tA). However, tA equals to 0 if tj ≤ T . So, PA

delay(tA)) is

given by

PA
delay(tA = x− tj) = Pjoin(tj). (3.14)

Substituting the value of tj = x− tA and the value of Pjoin from (3.11) in (3.14)

gives

PA
delay(tA) =

∞∑
k=1

A ∗ ηe−η(kx+x−tA). (3.15)

The CDF of PA
delay(tA) is defined below

CPA
delay(tA) =


∑T

tj=1 Pjoin(tj) tA = 0∑x−1
tj=T+1 Pjoin(tj) 0 < tA ≤ x− (TG

ON + 1)
. (3.16)

The CDF that a MID has tA greater than d is expressed as the CDF of having

CC-PAD from d+ 1 to x− (TG
ON + 1) and expression is shown below

CPA
delay(tA > d) =

x−(TG
ON+1)∑

tA=d+1

∞∑
k=1

A ∗ ηe−η(kx+x−tA). (3.17)
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Based on (3.16) and (3.17), we can see that CC-PAD depends on x.

Model B: A MID can miss next data transmission in new cell if CRT is less

than the next DRX or wakeup. In this case, the CC-PAD experienced by a MID

during joinging to a group in its current cell is the residence time in the cell, can

be expressed as tB = tc and also shown in Fig. 3 (c), where tc is the CRT in current

cell and tB is the CC-PAD owing to Case B. However, CRT is a stochastic process

as expressed in (3.7). Therefore, we estimate CC-PAD in this case as stochastic

process also. Let PB
delay(tB) be the PDF of having CC-PAD owing to Case B. The

CDF that a MID joins a group during sleep is Psleep is expressed in (3.13). The

PDF of having CC-PAD by a MID in Case B is equal to the product of CDF of

having CRT less than or equal to x− tj and Psleep. The expression is

PB
delay(tB ≤ x− tj) = Psleep × PCRT(tc = tB ≤ x− tj). (3.18)

Moreover, the CDF of having CRT less than x− tj is:

PCRT(tc = tB ≤ x− tj) =

x−tj∑
tc=1

ηe(−ηtc). (3.19)

Substituting (3.13) and (3.19) in (3.18), we get

PB
delay(tB) =

x−1∑
tj=TG

ON+1

∞∑
k=1

A ∗ ηe−η(kx+tj) ×
x−tj∑
tB=1

ηe(−ηtB). (3.20)

The CDF that a MID has CC-PAD greater than the required PAD, i.e., tB > d

owing to this case is

PB
delay(tB > d) = 1−

d∑
tB=1

PB
delay(tB). (3.21)
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The CC-PAD when a MID joins a group occurs in two scenarios, as explained

and modeled above. (3.15) and (3.20) are PDF of having CC-PAD due to Case A

and Case B, respectively. The CDF of having CC-PAD greater than required

delay d in the above two scenarios can derived from (3.17) and (3.21). That is

Pdelay(t > d) = (PA
delay(t > d) + PB

delay(t > d))/2. (3.22)

tA in (3.17) and tB in (3.21) are the CC-PAD variables in Case A and Case B,

respectively, which is replaced by t in (3.22). The MID can have packet loss if

the CC-PAD greater than the required PAD [14]. Hence, PLR is equal to the

CDF of having PAD greater than the required PAD. Therefore, PLR exprienced

by MID while joining a group in a new cell is equal to Pdelay(t > d) from (3.22).

The PLR can be expressed as,

PLR = Pdelay(t > d). (3.23)

We have PDF of having CC-PAD in two cases A and B. The total PDF of

having CC-PAD t when a MID joins a group can be expressed as

Pdelay(t) = (PA
delay(t) + PB

delay(t))/2. (3.24)

(3.23) and (3.24) are used to check the QoS requirement namely PAD and PLR

while minimizing energy and their corresponding models are delineated in subse-

quent sections.

3.3.3 Energy Consumption Model

The energy consumption of MIDs and aG-IoTDs after grouping depends on DRX

and DTF of MIDs and aG-IoTDs in a group. MIDs and aG-IoTDs of a group
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after grouping are termed as MG-IoTDs in this paper. DRX allows MG-IoTDs

to wake up and check for a PM. MG-IoTDs of a group consume ECPM energy

at each wakeup for checking PM. Hence, energy consumption of MG-IoTD i at

wake-ups to check PM within time tf can be expressed

Ei
CPM = ECPM × tf

CGDXG

, (3.25)

where tf is the specified period of times to estimate DTF and number of wake-

ups and i ∈ {1, 2, ..., N +M} denotes MG-IoTD. The total energy consumption

during a data transmission by ith MG-IoTD depends on the ON time (random

access time and data transmission) of MG-IoTDs (T i
ON) after receiving the group

PM. Let us consider that the energy consumption during ON time at each uplink

data transmission is Efreq. Efreq is equal to the sum of energy consumption at

RACH process (ERACH) and power consumption of data transmission at subframe

k (P k
DT ) times the total transmission time (TDT ).

Efreq = ERACH + P k
DT × TDT . (3.26)

TDT = Pi/C × µ. (3.27)

Here, Pi is the packet size of data transmitted by ith MG-IoTD of the group,

C is the channel capacity and µ is the number of resource blocks assigned to

a MG-IoTD. We consider that each MG-IoTD is allocated one resource block

for data transmission in a subframe. The channel capacity can be estimated by

Shannon-Hartley theorem.

Energy Consumption at RACH process: The energy consumption in

RACH process involves energy consumption in all the four steps of RACH process.

PPRACH is a power consumption of signal from a MG-IoTD of group to eNB such
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as preamble transmission at first step. That is

PPRACH = min(PCMAX , PRTP + PL). (3.28)

PCMAX is the maximum transmission power of a MG-IoTD of a group. PL is the

path loss represented in dB. PRTP is the preamble received target power, which

is the received power level of preamble at eNB. The PRTP is expressed as

PRTP = PIRTP +∆prmbl + (ntr − 1)× PRS. (3.29)

PIRTP is the power initial received target power, that is the initial value at

which preamble is transmitted at start. ∆prmbl is the preamble offset and its

value depends upon the preamble format, for instance, 0 dB for format 0. ntr and

PRS are the current number of transmission of preamble by a MG-IoTD and

power ramping step, respectively. The energy consumption in the second step has

waiting time of RAR message is TRARPwait where TRAR is the waiting time when

eNB processes the preamble in subframe unit and Pwait is the power consumption

when device is waiting for a RA slot/subframe. The energy consumption due to

a IoT device receiving the Msg2 is PrxTmsg2, where Prx is the power consumption

of receiving message from eNB in a RA slot. The energy consumption for Msg3

and Msg4 are PPRACH×1+(THARQ+1)Prx and Prx, respectively, where THARQ is

the waiting time for acknowledgment from eNB. However, we have considered the

maximum number ofMG-IoTDs in a group to be equal to the number of available

preambles R, which avoids the premable collison. Therefore, we are not including

the power consumption at each retransmission of preambles. Accordingly, the
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energy consumption of MG-IoTDs in a RACH process is:

ERACH = TRARPwait + PrxTmsg2 + PPRACH

+ (THARQ + 1)Prx + Prx.

(3.30)

Power Consumption during Data Transmission at Subframe k:

P k
DT = min(PCMAX , 10 log10(MPUSCH(k))

+ PPUSCH(j) + α(j)PL).

(3.31)

P k
DT is the power consumption at subframe k. 10 log10(MPUSCH(k)) is the number

of resource blocks at subframe k and PPUSCH(j) is the target eNB reception power.

α(j)PL is path loss during data transmission. The energy consumption by a MG-

IoTD i during uplink data transmission within tf is

Ei
DT = Efreq × CGFG. (3.32)

The total energy consumption of a group due to DRX and DTF is

E =
N+M∑
i=1

(Ei
CPM + Ei

DT). (3.33)

However, the grouping of MIDs to a new group upon change of a cell can increase

the energy consumption of other devices in a group and itself, as shown in sec-

tion 3.2.1. Therefore, minimizing the total energy consumption of a group within

time tf is our objective, which is expressed in (3.33).
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3.3.4 Optimization Solution

In this section, we provide the solution of the optimization problem formulated

in (3.6) based on the designed models in previous sections. The constraint C1

in (3.6) represents PAD requirement of newly arrived MIDs. However, we have

calculated the probability of having CC-PAD exprienced by MIDs in the previous

subsection. Therefore, we need to change the constraint C1 in terms of expected

CC-PAD of a MID joining a group having G-DRX x. The expected CC-PAD is

ED(x) =

x−(TG
ON+1)∑
t=1

t× Pdelay(t). (3.34)

Pdelay(t) can be derived from (3.24) and CC-PAD varies from starting of sleep

time, i.e., (TG
ON +1) to x. Hence, D in the constraint C1 of (3.6) can be replaced

with ED(x). From (3.3) and (3.4), the term min(GDXG,MDX1, . . . ,MDXM)

and max(GFG,MF1, . . . ,MFM) is the CGDXG and CGFG in constraints C3

and C4 of (3.6), respectively. Without loss generality, we consider MDXmin is

the smallest DRX, and MFmax is the highest DTF among incoming M MIDs .

MDXm and MFm in constraints C3 and C4 of (3.6) are required characteristics

of the mth MID, where m varies from 1 to M . If MIDs after grouping have DRX

less than and equal to MDXmin then all incoming MIDs can meet the group

paging constraint. Therefore, MDXm can be replaced by MDXmin in C3 of

(3.6). Similarly, if DTF of incoming MIDs have a DTF greater than or equal

to MFmax, all the incoming MIDs can meet the group paging constraint. Thus,

the MFm can be changed to MFmax in C4 of (3.6). Moreover, in this paper, we

constrained MIDs to join a group having G-DRX less than MDXmin and G-DTF

greater than MFmax. This constraint on MIDs restricts aG-IoTDs to change

their configurations, which save their energy and avoid degradation of their QoS.

Hence, CGDXG is equal to GDXG and CGFG is equal to GFG. GFG is written
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as y from here. The constraint C2 of (3.6) is PLR constraint, which can be

satisfied if MIDs can meet the PAD requirement, i.e., constraint C1. Therefore,

we can remove the constraint C2. Hence, replacing the changes in (3.6), the

representation of the optimization problem is

Minimize
x,y

F (x, y) = E(x, y),

Subject to: C1 : g1(x, y) = d− ED(x) ≥ 0,

C2 : g2(x, y) = MDXmin − x ≥ 0,

C3 : g3(x, y) = y −MFmax ≥ 0,

x > 0, y > 0.

(3.35)

We have written the above optimization problem in terms F (x, y) as objective

function subject to constraints g1,g2, and g3 greater than or equal to 0. The

domain of x and y is real numbers greater than 0. We need to find the optimal

value of x and y such that MIDs have minimum energy consumption and yet to

meet the QoS requirements. The optimal value of x and y are the optimal GDX∗
G

and GF ∗
G.

The objective function and constraints in (4.42) are non-linear functions be-

cause of having reciprocal and exponential functions, respectively. Moreover, the

problem is a convex optimization which can be proved based on derivative test

easily. Thus, the problem can be solved by Lagrangian approach and apply-

ing Karush-Kuhn-Tucker (KKT) conditions provides the global optimal solution

for such non-linear and convex optimization equation. The Lagrangian function
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L(x, y) of the above optimization problem is

L(x, y) = F (x, y) +
3∑

j=1

µj × gj, ∀x > 0, y > 0, (3.36)

where µj are Lagrangian multipliers. The KKT conditions lead to the following

conditions:
∂L

∂x
=

∂F (x∗, y∗)

∂x
+

3∑
j=1

µj × (
∂gj(x

∗, y∗)

∂x
) = 0,

∂L

∂y
=

∂F (x∗, y∗)

∂y
+

3∑
j=1

µj × (
∂gj(x

∗, y∗)

∂y
) = 0,

µj × gj(x
∗, y∗) = 0 for j = 1, 2, 3,

µj ≤ 0 for j = 1, 2, 3,

gj(x
∗, y∗) ≥ 0 for j = 1, 2, 3,

x∗ > 0, y∗ > 0.

(3.37)

Solving these conditions in (3.37) gives the optimal value of x∗ and y∗ which yield

minimum energy consumption of IoT devices in group paging mechanism. Based

on the obtained solution after solving the KKT conditions, we present the results

which promise reduction in the energy consumption significantly while meeting

QoS requirement in the next section.

3.4 Performance Analysis

In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed grouping approach

of MIDs. We first define the parameter settings. Thereafter, we analyze the

relationship between the total energy consumption of a group if M MIDs join a
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group having various G-DRX and G-DTF in Section 3.4.2. Furthermore, based

on the proposed CC-PAD model, we examine probability functions of having CC-

PAD, expected CC-PAD and PLR experienced by a MID at different G-DRX for

two types of mobility patterns, namely long-CRT and short-CRT. Finally, we

compare the total energy consumption of group after joining of MIDs in group

paging mechanism by our proposed approach with a random grouping approach.

3.4.1 Parameter Settings

We have considered that values of M ranges from 1 to 3 within ta = 1 second

at a cell having 2 km radius. Without loss of generality, we consider each group

having N = 10 aGIoTDs, which should be less than 54 owing to limited number

of preambles. The characteristics of an IoT device varies with IoT applications.

The DTF can perform single data transmission over tf = 1 hour for smart meter

applications to that requiring 360 transmissions in an hour for fleet management

applications [28]. DRX values of an IoT device can vary up to 84000 seconds which

is the latest value as per extended DRX in LTE-A Pro networks [13]. However, in

our analysis, DRX values of a MID have been varied between 10 seconds to 100

seconds and DTF in the range of 10 to 100. Furthermore, the average CRT of MID

is set as 800 seconds and 144 seconds resembling motion of IoT devices during

walking (with wearable devices) and driving cars in an urban area, respectively.

Additionally, we analyze the group having G-DRX values varying between 10 to

200 seconds and G-DTF between 10 to 200. In our analysis, we have assumed

that each group has capacity to accept incoming MIDs. The basic unit of time

for channel resource allocation is in milliseconds (1 sub-frame). The available

bandwidth for a group of devices is 20MHz. There are around 200 resource blocks

in the 20MHz channel for data transmission, and each device has an allocation of

a resource block at each subframe [29]. We adopt timing parameters associated
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with the RACH from [16]. The packet size of IoT applications is usually small and

can vary from 8 bytes to 100 kilobytes [30]. Furthermore, the parameter related

to power consumption during RACH and data transmission process is also defined

in [8]. For simplicity, we have considered constant path loss for all IoT devices.

Moreover, the power consumption for checking of a PM is 250mW/TTI, where

TTI is Transmission Time Interval. The DRX of an IoT device is usually derived

based on the PAD requirements. Hence, a device with long DRX value can

be delay tolerable and have long PAD requirement [17, 18]. Therefore, we have

considered delay tolerable MIDs such as waste management collection, smart

logistics etc. with PAD requirement between 1 to 100 seconds [31, 32]. Some

applications such as mobile environment monitoring can have delay tolerance of 30

minutes. Based on the above parameter settings, we carry out the mathematical

analysis of CC-PAD and PLR model with various G-DRX and the proposed

scheme.

3.4.2 Energy Consumption versus Characteristics of a Group

In Fig. 3.2, we vary the GDXG while keeping GFG fixed at 20 in order to observe

the impact of G-DRX on the energy consumption of the group after joining of

incoming MIDs. It can be observed from Fig. 3.2 that total energy consumption

decreases till the minimum DRX value (indicated with arrows) of incoming M

MIDs (M values from 1 to 3) because of the group paging constraints in (3.3)

which change the MID’s DRX to G-DRX. Hence, MIDs need to wake up more

than required DRX in an hour which leads to an increase in total energy consump-

tion. However, total energy consumption is constant with GDXG greater than

minimum DRX of MIDs due to group paging constraints. Similarly, in Fig. 3.3,

we vary the GFG while keeping GDXG fixed at 10 seconds and M ranges from

1 to 3. As can be seen in Fig. 3.3, the total energy consumption is constant for
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Figure 3.2: Total energy consumption of group after grouping MIDs at various
GDXG and GFG = 20.

G-DTF having value less than or equal to the maximum DTF of incoming MIDs

but increases significantly with a group having DTF more than the maximum

DTF of MIDs (also indicated with arrows). The reason for such a behavior can

be ascribed to the change in MIDs’ DTF to the G-DTF when G-DTF is higher

than their DTF to meet group paging constraints, as mentioned in (3.4). Hence,

in this case, MIDs should join a group having optimal G-DTF less than and equal

to the maximum DTF of incoming MIDs. Fig. 3.2 and Fig. 3.3 show evaluation

of energy consumption at constant GFG and GDXG, respectively. We evaluate

the total energy consumption of a group at various G-DRX and G-DTF config-

urations when M = 3, MDX = (60, 80, 100) and MF = (50, 70, 90) in Fig. 3.4.

From Fig. 3.4, we can see that the energy consumption converges to a plane where

energy consumption is minimum. That plane is shown within arrows in Fig. 3.4.

The groups having characteristics within the plane can give minimum energy
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Figure 3.3: Total energy consumption of group after grouping MIDs at various
GFG and GDXG = 10.

consumption. Hence, MIDs should join a group having characteristics within the

plane.

However, the CC-PAD depends on the GDXG as discussed in section 3.3.2.

Hence, we need to assure that the MIDs should meet their PAD requirements at

selected GDXG. Fig. 3.2, Fig. 3.3, and Fig. 3.4 do not include the PAD require-

ments. Hence, it may be optimal if it meets the PAD requirements, otherwise,

we need to choose the GDXG which satisfies the PAD constraints. We show the

optimal results in the subsequent section after studying the relationship between

CC-PAD, PLR and GDXG.

3.4.3 Relation of G-DRX with CC-PAD and PLR

Based on (3.16) and (3.20), we evaluate the CDF of having CC-PAD of a MID

due to Case A and B under different G-DRX as depicted in Fig. 3.5 and Fig. 3.6,
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Figure 3.4: Total energy consumption of group after grouping MIDs at various
GDXG and GFG.

respectively. It can be observed from Fig. 3.5 that CDF of having CC-PAD due

to Case A increases with growing G-DRX. This is because a group with longer

DRX has longer sleep time. Longer sleep time entails more chances of MIDs to

join a group during sleep time. Furthermore, it can be discerned from Fig. 3.6

that CDF of having CC-PAD due to Case B increases with increase in G-DRX.

The reason for such behaviour is the CDF of having CRT less than GDXG as

mentioned in (3.19) and is shown in Fig. 3.7. In Fig. 3.7, the CDF of having CRT

less than GDXG is low at short G-DRX because average CRT of MIDs is usually

higher than short G-DRX such as 10 to 60 seconds. Hence, the chance of having

average CRT less than short G-DRX is low. However, long G-DRX such as 200

second has more chance of having average CRT less than G-DRX because high-

speed devices such as train or driverless car usually have average CRT around

that value. Accordingly, we have shown the total probability of having CC-PAD
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Figure 3.5: The CDF of having CC-PAD under different GDXG due to Case A
as mentioned in section (3.3.2).

because of Case A and B in Fig. 3.8. The total CDF of CC-PAD increases as

G-DRX progress because the CDF of CC-PAD due to Case A and Case B also

increase with the rise of G-DRX, as explained before and shown in Fig. 3.5 and

Fig. 3.6. Moreover, we can also observe in Fig. 3.5 that long-CRT MIDs have

a higher probability of having CC-PAD than short-CRT MIDs because former

has high CDF of having CRT greater than G-DRX as can be seen in Fig. 3.9.

Similarly, in Case B, short-CRT MIDs have a higher CDF of having CC-PAD

than former because short-CRT MIDs have a high CDF of having CRT less than

DRX of a group, as can be observed in Fig. 3.7. We can see similar nature for the

combined probability at different mobility patterns. From the above discussion, it

can be confirmed that CDF of having CC-PAD depends on G-DRX and mobility

pattern of MIDs. To understand optimal behavior of CC-PAD from Fig. 3.5,

Fig. 3.6 and Fig. 3.8, we estimate the expected CC-PAD when a MID joins a

group having different GDXG from (3.34) and examine it in Fig. 3.10. From
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Figure 3.6: The CDF of having CC-PAD under different GDXG due to Case B
as mentioned in section (3.3.2).
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Figure 3.7: The CDF of CRT is less than GDXG when 1/η = 144 and 800 second.
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Figure 3.10: Expected CC-PAD at different GDXG.

Fig. 3.10, we can observe that expected CC-PAD grows when GDXG increases.

The reason for the rise of expected CC-PAD is longer sleep time within a longer

DRX and thus, high probability of joining the group during sleep time as discussed

before. Moreover, the CC-PAD of MID having average CRT = 144 second has

more expected CC-PAD than MID having average CRT = 800 second because

faster MIDs have more probability to leave the cell before next wake up. Based

on this evaluation, we choose GDXG such that it can ensure that MIDs satisfy

constraint C1 in (4.42). Finally, we study the PLR for two types of MIDs at

various GDXG in Fig. 3.11 having CC-PAD requirement of 10 seconds. Fig. 3.11

indicates that PLR grows with an increase in GDXG. This happens because a

MID experiences very less CC-PAD at low DRX implying that they will meet the

CC-PAD requirements. Hence, PLR of MID also depends on GDXG.
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Figure 3.11: PLR at different GDXG.

3.4.4 Proposed Approach versus Random Grouping Ap-

proach

Fig. 3.12 demonstrates the total energy consumption of a group using both ran-

dom grouping and our proposed grouping method. Random grouping can be

defined as an approach to group irrespective of IoT characteristics, for instance,

based on location. Random grouping method is usually developed for traditional

devices such as smartphones and laptops which do not possess specific character-

istics like periodic data transmission since there are many applications executing

in a single system, each of which can have different requirements. In random

grouping approach, the MIDs join any group having DRX from 10 seconds to

200 seconds and DTF from 10 to 200. We repeat the process for 1000 times

then average the total energy consumption in 1000 processes which gives total

energy consumption in random grouping approach. In our proposed approach,

we estimate optimal group having optimal GDXG and GFG based on solving the
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Figure 3.12: The total energy consumption ofMG-IoTDs in a group using random
grouping and proposed method.

KKT-conditions. From Fig. 3.12, we can observe that our proposed approach sig-

nificantly reduces the hourly energy consumption with respect to random group-

ing. In addition, our proposed approach considers the QoS parameters such as

PAD and PLR, which guarantees QoS.

3.5 Summary

In this chapter, we proposed a novel energy efficient grouping method for MIDs

while considering their QoS requirements such as PAD and PLR. The proposed

approach is based on two characteristics, namely, DRX and DTF of an exist-

ing group in a cell which is responsible for energy consumption of IoT devices.

Moreover, the CC-PAD and PLR exprienced by MIDs depend on the DRX of a

group. In this chapter, we have designed novel mathematical models to study

the behavior of energy consumption, CC-PAD and PLR at various G-DRX and

G-DTF of a group. Based on the mathematical analysis of energy consumption,
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CC-PAD and PLR models, we have concluded that CC-PAD and PLR is low at

low G-DRX of a group whereas energy consumption is high at low G-DRX and

high G-DTF. The proposed scheme was found to outperform its random grouping

counterpart. Additionally, based on our mathematical analysis, we have studied

the QoS parameters for two types of mobility patterns at various G-DRX of a

group which concluded that devices with short-CRT (high speed devices) have

higher CC-PAD and PLR than their long-CRT (low speed devices) counterparts.

We have studied limited types of mobility patterns in this paper but MIDs can

have diverse patterns.
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Chapter 4

A Novel Network-Aware

Internet-wide Port Scan (IWPS)

4.1 Introduction

This chapter presents overview of considered security technology that is Internet

Security Protocol (IPSec) to provide the information security such as confidential-

ity, integrity and so on. Furthermore, this chapter explains the research challenges

of IWPS that may degrade the IoT security, rather than improving it. To ad-

dress this challenge, this chapter proposes novel mathematical IEEE 802.11ah’s

network-aware IWPS models to evaluate risk on IoT devices for security maxi-

mization. Finally, numerical analysis of proposed models are presented in this

chapter.

4.2 Considered Security Technology

The cyber security comprises of techniques to ensure protection of data CON-

Fidentiality (CONF), INTegrity (INT), and AVAilability (AVA) with efficient
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design of vulnerability scanning and developing intrusion protection programs.

In this thesis, we consider IWPS for vulnerability scanning, which can provide

intrusion detection programs to carry out necessary steps to fix the vulnerability.

However, CONF, INT, and AVA are provided through encryption, authentication

and avoiding distributed denial attacks (DDOS), respectively. All IoT devices will

soon be IPv6 enabled, owing to the massive number of devices and the advan-

tages of low-energy consumption [33, 34]. The Internet-security (IPsec) protocol

is a promising technology for enabling end-to-end security of devices having low

resources, owing to their integration into the Internet Protocol (IP) [35,36]. Ad-

ditionally, IPsec support is mandatory for IPv6-enabled IoT devices. Thus, we

assume that most such devices will use the IPSec protocol as a standard solution.

There are two primary types of IPSec protocols: encapsulating security pay-

load (ESP) and authentication header (AH). However, ESP includes both encryp-

tion and authentication, which provides both CONF and INT services. AH checks

only INT of packets. Hence, we consider ESP in this thesis. IPSec also provides

the flexibility to choose an encryption algorithm between two IPsec devices by

negotiation. In IPsec, first, sec-admins define a set of transform sets that is a col-

lection of encryption algorithms for devices. During the negotiation process, IoT

devices check their matching transform sets, and matched sets are communicated

through the security association. Thus, each pair of devices choose the encryp-

tion algorithm for ESP protocols based on chosen transform set. Each transform

set define encryption algorithm, and are sorted according to the priority of use

of encryption algorithm in a IoT device. However, security admin can define an

encryption algorithm for each transform set based on the observation of traffic

and quality of service (QoS) [37–39] requirement. For example, in [39], a flexible

game-theory approach was proposed to determine multi-level security based on

the trade-off between the encryption algorithms, the key length, and the network
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throughput as a QoS parameter. Here, we consider IoT throughput as a QoS

metric to set the encryption algorithm. Moreover, in this thesis, we consider dif-

ferent encryption-algorithm choices, including hardware (HW) implementations

of data encryption standards (DES-HW), Triple DES (3DES), AES-128 bit, etc.

However, heavyweight protocols such as AES-256 bit, cannot be implemented in

IoT owing to its computational complexity. Hence, in this study, we assume only

those algorithms that are applicable to IoT. Security of IoT is evaluated using

risk metric which considers both vulnerability attack and information security

services such CONF, INT, and AVAilability (AVA). Risk is defined as a security

metric which determines level of risks on any device that is estimated from impact

of vulnerability, threat, and asset-importance on security of a device. The risk

on a device is formulated as follows [40].

Risk = V × Th× AI, (4.1)

where V is the common vulnerability scoring-system (CVSS) score of the a vul-

nerability in a device. Th and AI are the threat level and asset weight of device,

respectively. The threat can be defined in terms of access level to any device by

an attacker such as physical access, remote access, and so on. The threat param-

eter is quantified as a weight value equals to the threat of actual access by an

attacker compared to a high threat i.e. physical access. Hence, the threat value

lies from 0 to 1. A threat value zero means there is no threat while threat value

of one denotes a high threat due to easy physical access. As we know IoT devices

are publicly available and can have easy physical access and also have a weak

password. Hence, threat value is set to 1 in this thesis and which is also consid-

ered in [41]. Moreover, asset is defined as the importance of a device, which can

cause huge loss to users in case of security breaches or impacts of a compromised

device. It is quantified as weight value of the importance of a device compared to
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a highly important device. Hence, the asset value of any device also varies from

0 to 1. IoT devices have high importance because any compromised IoT device

can act as a bot agent and can initiate attacks on other network infrastructures,

which can cause huge losses. Thus, asset value is set as 1 in this thesis, which

is considered same in [41]. However, CVSS value varies from 0 to 10 [41, 42].

The CVSS metric defines severity levels for certain range of CVSS value. The

qualitative severity scale of CVSS value are given as: CVSS=0 signifies no risk,

0.1 to 3.9 defines low risk, 4.0 to 6.9 means medium risk, 7.0 to 8.0 considers high

risk and 9.0 to 10.0 represents critical risk. Thus, risk values can be quantified

from 0 to 10 according according to defined CVSS ranges, and constant value of

threat, and asset. The risk value such as 1 represents lower risk and high security

whereas higher risk value such as 10 represents highly insecure devices. How-

ever, the CVSS is a dynamic scoring standard for any vulnerability and covers

three metrics: base, temporal, and environmental scores [42]. The base score is

the primary value of a vulnerability that is static with respect to time and the

environment. Meanwhile, the temporal score reflects the variation in the base

score over time owing to the attack likelihood, available patching solution, and

report confidence. Moreover, the environmental score represents the variation of

the base and temporal scores, owing to the fluctuation in the device’s security

environment, such as the variations and requirements of CONF, INT, and AVA.

Therefore, in the following sections, we show research challenges concerning the

impact of inappropriate scan rate on temporal and environmental scores, owing

to the poor network performance of IEEE 802.11ah that can increase the risk on

IoT devices.
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4.3 Research Challenges: Security Degradation

This section presents the research challenges concerning the degradation of IoT se-

curity by impacting temporal and environmental score owing to network-oblivious

IWPS.

4.3.0.1 Impact of Scan Rate on Temporal Score

The temporal score consists of remediation level, report confidence, and exploit

code maturity (ECM) [42]. The remediation level of a vulnerability signifies

whether an official patching solution is available. Because our focus is to study

the network performance of IWPS, we assume that patching algorithms are avail-

able. Moreover, the report confidence signifies the confidence in the presence of

vulnerabilities and the reliability of technical details. We also suppose that con-

firmed and technically sound reports on vulnerabilities exist owing to the contri-

butions by reputed standards, such as common vulnerabilities and exposures [43].

However, ECM is evaluated on the basis of the attack likelihood (AL) of the vul-

nerability [42]. AL is a relative term that depends on the patching delay, defined

as the time required to identify and fix a port vulnerability. For example, if sec-

admins can regularly identify and patch vulnerabilities before a compromise, then

attackers will not have chance to attack any IoT device. Moreover, the patching

delay is a function of both the scan delay for probing each port for vulnerabil-

ities and the time taken for processing the patching algorithms. The execution

time of patching algorithms is considered constant since it is independent of the

scan rate. The patching delay can be affected significantly by an increase in the

scan delay, leading to long patching delay and high AL. Therefore, the scan delay

should be minimized to reduce AL and impact on the temporal score. Moreover,

the scan rate influences the scan delay. Both low and high scan rates can increase

the scan delay. For example, the probing of all ports (around 65535) in each
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IoT device per AP with a low scan rate takes a longer time; whereas a high scan

rate can increase the scan delay because of the numerous backoffs in obtaining

channel resources or scan packets drops, owing to the channel congestion in each

RAW slot. Hence, a low and high scan rate can increase AL by having long

patching delay, which increases the temporal score and the risk to an IoT device.

Therefore, an optimal scan rate is required to minimize this risk. Moreover, the

scan rate can influence the environmental score of CVSS, which is discussed in

the next section.

4.3.0.2 Impact of Scan Rate on Environmental Score

The environmental metric represents the impact on the security of devices, ow-

ing to modification of the devices’ security environment, such as CONF, INT,

AVA, and their requirements. The CVSS determines the CONF, INT, and AVA

requirements based on the importance of the affected device to an organization

(e.g., service availability). However, the requirements of these parameters for IoT

are always high, owing to easy access to IoT devices. However, the security is

low, owing to the constrained resources. The compromise of a single security

services in IoT can lead to attacks on other IT assets of the organization (e.g.,

DDoS) [7]. Therefore, in this study, we consider providing high CONF, INT,

and AVA. The full influence of the environment metric is estimated using the

modified base score, which is altered because of the variation in the CONF and

INT protocols. The value CONF and INT at any time depends on the strength

of encryption algorithm. As discussed in the system model that security admin

decides encryption algorithm based on available throughput for each IoT device.

High available IoT throughput can allow to set strong encryption whereas low

throughput allows weak encryption algorithm. A high scan rate leads to chan-

nel congestion at any WLAN and resource exhaustion for IoT packets. Hence,
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a high scan rate can cause low IoT throughput which in turn might impose the

implementation of weak encryption algorithms. However, the size of scan packets

is small and frequency of incoming scan packets are low. Though the scanning

of an enormous number of ports for large number of devices per IEEE 802.11ah

enabled AP can take several days or weeks owing to limited bandwidth avail-

ability in IEEE 802.11ah. During this scan duration, if security methods are not

adjusted according to the scan rate then an IoT device can experience degraded

services for several days or weeks, which can have serious impact on IoT services

that require high throughput or low delay. Hence, security methods such as en-

cryption algorithm should change at various scan rates. Based on these reasons,

a high scan rate impacts the CONF and INT security services. Moreover, owing

to high scan rate, network congestion may be responsible for packet loss if the

packets are unable to obtain channel resources within their maximum number of

permitted re-transmissions. Hence, a high scan rate also reduces the AVA of IoT

packets and services. Such a scenario is defined as a scan attack. Hence, AVA

should be improved to avoid transformation of a positive scan into an attack and

the consequent security degradation. Therefore, in the next section, we propose

a novel security and network model to optimize the scan rate to minimize the

risk to IoT.

4.4 Proposed Models for Security Maximization

In this section, we propose a novel mathematical model in support of network-

aware IWPSs evaluating the risk of a device. We divide the proposed model

into two sub-models: IoT/scan throughput and network-aware risk evaluation.

Finally, we formulate the optimization problem on the basis of these two models

to estimate the optimal value of the scan rate needed to minimize the risk value.
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Figure 4.1: Markov model used to estimate traffic for IoT device i.

4.4.1 IoT and Scan Throughput Model

First, we present a novel queue model for port scanning and Het-IoT traffic.

Then, we propose a mathematical model to estimate scan and IoT throughput

over IEEE 802.11ah.

4.4.1.1 Queue Model

This chapter considers NAP number of fully connected IEEE 802.11ah enabled

access points (AP) over the Internet with an average of N number of IPsec and

IPv6 enabled IoT devices per AP. In IEEE 802.11ah MAC protocol as shown in

Fig. 2.4, a beacon interval (tb) is divided into K RAW frames (RFrames), and

length of each RFrame is tR = tb/K. These N devices access the wireless channel

within a RAW frame. However, a RAW frame is slotted into RAW slots (Rslots)

and length of each Rslot is ts, as shown in Fig. 2.4. The RAW mechanism allows a

group of devices to access the channel in a Rslot while allowing the other devices

to sleep. Hence, there are M groups of devices with group size g. Each group

accesses the channel using CSMA/CA process, as shown in Fig. 2.4. However,

we consider the non-crossing case wherein an ongoing transmission is not allowed

to cross the designated slot. To restrict transmission to another Rslot, IEEE
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802.11ah introduces a holding time (tHo) at the end of the Rslot, which interrupts

the ongoing transmission, as depicted in Fig. 2.4. Thus, the Rslot time available

for transmission is t′s=ts − tHo.

There are two major types of traffic generated by IoT: periodic update (PU)

and event-driven (ED) [44], which are uplink (UL)-dominant. To model such

traffic from each IoT device, a semi-Markov model that includes PU, ED, and

a payload exchange (PE) was proposed in [44]. PE packets include the data

generated following PUs or EDs that provide additional details after an event.

However, PE packets can be merged with PUs and EDs, because their arrivals

coincide. Hence, we revise the traffic model to provide a more precise and realistic

Het-IoT scenario. In Het-IoT traffic, each IoT device can have different packet-

arrival rates. Therefore, in this model, we consider that the PU of IoT device i

has λULPU
i packet arrivals for transmission per unit time, where i varies from 1 to

N , and N is the total number of devices per AP. In this study, the packet-arrival

rate is defined per unit time, which is equal to a beacon interval. The periodic

update downlink (DL)-packet arrival rate for device i in an AP is λDLPU
i . We also

assume that the arrival of the ED and the following DL control packets follow

a Poisson process [44]. To estimate the total packet arrival for UL (including

ED with periodic updates), we propose a Markov model, as shown in Fig. 4.1.

Because IEEE-802.11ah-enabled IoT devices have a sleep mode, we consider the

sleep state in our model. The Markov model in Fig. 4.1 represents the traffic

model for device i. PU, ED, and Sleep are three states for device i, denoted as

Si
A, S

i
B, and Si

C, respectively. Based on the Markov model, the average number of

packet arrivals for UL (λUL
i ) and DL (λDL

i ) of device i per unit time is formulated
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as follows:

λUL
i = λULPU

i PA + λULB
i PB, (4.2)

λDL
i = λDLPU

i PA + λDLB
i PB, (4.3)

where λULB
i and λDLB

i are the respective packet-arrival rates for UL and DL (con-

trol packets) transmissions at Si
B. However, there is zero packet generation during

the sleep state. Hence, there is no arrival in the queue during sleep time. The

DL IoT data packets are thus added to the AP queue. Let PA, PB, and PC be

the steady-state probabilities for states A, B, and C, respectively. These steady-

state probabilities can be calculated by solving π⃗T=π, where π⃗ and T are the

steady-state probability distribution vector and transition matrix, respectively,

with constraint PA+PB+PC = 1. In this model, we consider the M/M/1:∞/first-

in-first-out queue, which supports the periodic and Poisson processes. Let Yi and

YAP be the packet-processing time of device i and the AP, respectively. This is

defined as the time required to successfully transmit a packet. Hence, based on

the Markov queue model, the probability of having at least a packet in device i

(QDnemp
i ) and the AP (QAPnemp) queue during Yi and YAP is given by

QDnemp
i = 1− e−(λUL

i +λACKscan
i )Yi . (4.4)

QAPnemp = 1− e−(
∑N

i=1(λ
DL
i +λscan

i ))YAP . (4.5)

In the above-mentioned equations, λscan
i and λACKscan

i are the scan-packet arrival

rate to an AP for device i and the ACK response of the SPs from device i per

unit time. Using the above-mentioned queue model and carrier-sense multiple-

access/collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) process, we formulate the IoT and scan

throughput over the IEEE 802.11ah RAW mechanism in the next subsection.
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4.4.1.2 IoT/Scan Throughput Estimation

Before modeling the CSMA/CA process at per Rslot by a group of devices in

IEEE 802.11ah, we estimate the number of groups per AP (M) and number of

devices (g) per group. M is estimated based on the length of the RFrame and the

available the Rslot, formulated as ⌈tR/t′s⌉. Without loss of generality, we consider

a uniform distribution of devices among M groups in this study. The number of

devices per group (g) is equal to N/M . In the case of N not being divisible by M ,

g in the M−1 group is ⌊N/M⌋, and the last group has N−(M×⌊N/M⌋) devices.

During the CSMA/CA process, a device invokes a backoff process after a packet

arrives in the queue. After the backoff, a device j (1 ≤ j ≤ g), from any group,

first senses the idle channel during the distributed interframe space (DIFS) equal

to DIFS interval. If the channel is found idle after a DIFS, the device transmits

the data followed by a short interframe space (SIFS). After the SIFS, an ACK

is transmitted by the AP to indicate a successful transmission. The device again

waits for a DIFS before initiating a backoff timer after data transmission. Each

device initiates separate consecutive packet transmissions with a random backoff

timer. In CSMA/CA, each device follows an exponential backoff that is selected

in the range of (0, W -1), where W is the contention window size equal to 2mWmin,

depending on the re-transmission number (m). Wmin is the contention window

size of the first attempt. Consecutive mini-slots having lengths of ϕ are assigned

for backoff counting within an Rslot, which are equal to the time required by a

device to detect a packet transmitted by other devices.

In this study, we consider unsaturated traffic because of our queuing model,

where there is a probability of having an empty queue. Moreover, we assume

that the channel condition is ideal without any communication errors or capture

effects. However, multiple transmission attempts in the same mini-slot can cause

a collision and initiate a backoff. A device or an AP can transmit a packet in a
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mini-slot when the queue has at least a packet to transmit. Thus, the transmission

probability by device j and AP is given as follows:

τj = τsatQ
Dnempslot
j = τsat(1− e−(λUL

j ts+λACKscanslot
j )Yj), (4.6)

τAP = τsatQ
APnempslot = τsat(1− e−(

∑g
j=1(λ

DL
j ts+λscanslot

j ))YAP), (4.7)

where τsat is the saturated transmission probability of a terminal when the ter-

minal and the AP always have a packet to transmit in a mini-slot. In Equa-

tions (4.6) and (4.7), QDnempslot
j and QAPnempslot are the probabilities of having at

least a packet in the queue of device j and the AP during Yi and YAP, respec-

tively, derived based on (4.4) and (4.5). However, devices transmit in their Rslot.

Hence, λUL
j and λDL

j are multiplied by ts to estimate the average number of pack-

ets arriving per Rslot in (4.6) and (4.7). λACKscanslot
j and λscanslot

j are the average

numbers of scan and ACK response packets per Rslot that will be formulated

later in the model. τsat, based on [45], is formulated as

τsat =
2(1− Csat)

(1− 2Csat)(Wmin + 1) + CsatWmin(1− (2Csat)m)
, (4.8)

where Csat is the conditional collision probability of a packet when at least one

of the remaining g − 1 devices or the AP transmits data. Hence, Csat should be

expressed as

Csat = 1− (1− τsat)
g−1(1− τsat) = 1− (1− τsat)

g. (4.9)

Equations (4.8) and (4.9) can be solved using numerical techniques. However, to

estimate the IoT/scan throughput, we must formulate the successful transmis-

sion of IoT and SPs. Hence, P succ
j and P succ

AP are the probabilities for successful
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transmission by device j or the AP. A successful packet transmission occurs when

exactly one device or one AP transmits on the channel when, at least one de-

vice/AP transmits during the considered mini-slot time. Based on this definition,

P succ
j and P succ

AP can be derived as

P succ
j =

(g + 1)τj(1− τAP)(1−
∏g

q=1,q ̸=j(1− τq))

1−
∏g

q=1(1− τq)(1− τAP)
. (4.10)

P succ
AP =

(g + 1)τAP(1−
∏g

j=1(1− τj))

1−
∏g

j=1(1− τj)(1− τAP)
. (4.11)

q is a device-index term ranges from 1 to g. Before formulating the throughput,

we must derive the equations for the service time in the queue of each device and

the AP to substitute into (4.6) and (4.7). Here, the service time is defined in

terms of the packet transmission time for each device or AP. The service time

of a packet in the CSMA/CA process usually includes the waiting time during

backoff and the transmission time. Moreover, a device cannot transmit packets

during a sleep time. Thus, an unsuccessful packet in an Rslot must wait until the

next Rslot for transmission (i.e., the sleep duration). Therefore, the service time

for packets over IEEE 802.11ah should include the sleep time. The service time

can thus be derived as

Yj = T bo
j Nbo + T tr

j + (1− P succ
j )T sleep

j , (4.12)

where T bo
j and Nbo are the mean length of a backoff mini-slot and the average

number of backoff mini-slots, respectively, and T tr
j and T sleep

j = tR − ts are the

successful transmission time and sleep duration, respectively. Furthermore, T bo
j

is calculated on the basis of the empty-slot time with no transmission by g − 1

devices or the AP, the successful transfer time by device j, and the idle time
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during the collision:

T bo
j = (1− P tr)ϕ+ T succP trP succ

j + T col(1− P succ
j )P tr. (4.13)

In (4.13), P tr is the probability that at least one transmission is performed by

a device or an AP in the given mini-slots. Here, T succ and T col represent the

average time spent during successful transmission plus the collision of a device

or an AP using basic access, respectively. Furthermore, P tr, T succ, and T col are

formulated as

P tr = 1−
g∏

j=1

(1− τj)(1− τAP). (4.14)

T succ = T data + SIFS + 2δ + TACK +DIFS, (4.15)

T col = T data +DIFS + δ, (4.16)

where T data = H/datarate is the transmission of a data frame. H is the IEEE

802.11ah frame size whose size is the sum of frame header (14 bytes), MAC

payload, and frame control sequence (4 bytes) [46]. MAC payload size is the sum

of IPv6 header size (PIPv6), IPv6 extension header size (EIPv6) and P , where P

is the payload size of IoT data. IPv6 extension header is used to specify the ESP

header. Furthermore, δ is the propagation delay, and TACK = ACK/datarate is

the transmission time of the ACK frame of size ACK. In addition, T tr
j in (4.12)

can be formulated as

T tr
j = P succ

j T succ + (1− P succ
j )T col. (4.17)

For simplicity, the constant, Nbo, in (4.12) is considered to be W/2 in this study.

However, the average number of backoffs based on an exponential distribution
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function can also be considered here as in other studies [45]. Similarly, we can

formulate the service time for an AP as follows:

YAP = T bo
APN

bo + T tr
AP, (4.18)

T bo
AP = (1− P tr)ϕ+ T succP trP succ

AP + T col(1− P succ
AP )P tr. (4.19)

T tr
AP = P succ

AP T succ + (1− P succ
AP )T col. (4.20)

For QDnempslot
j and QAPnempslot of (4.6) and (4.7), we must estimate λscanslot

j and

λACKscanslot
j per Rslot, respectively, before formulating the IoT/scan throughput.

The number of scan packets arriving at each AP (R) should be equal to TR/NAP.

The AP distributes these SPs according to the distribution of devices in groups.

Because we considered the uniform distribution of devices, the AP uniformly

distributes the SPs among the groups in each RFrame. Thus, R′ = R/(K ×M)

is the number of SPs per Rslot. However, the distribution of SPs to each IoT

device of a group in the Rslot is unknown, and it was not formulated in previous

studies. Therefore, we propose a probability mass function (PMF) (Pscan) for the

distribution of SPs per slot to a device in the group. Out of R′, any number of

packets can be assigned to a device. The derivation of PMF is presented in the

APPENDIX and is expressed as follows:

Pscan(X = x) =
g−x+R′−2CR′−2

g+R′−1CR′−1

, (4.21)

where g+R′−1CR′−1 is the total number of ways SPs can be distributed among g

devices, and g−x+R′−2CR′−2 is number of ways x SPs can target a device. The
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average number of SPs aiming for device j in an Rslot can be formulated as

λscanslot
j (g,R) =

R′∑
x=1

x× Pscan(X = x), (4.22)

where R′ is the function of R. The average number of ACK SPs (λACKscanslot
j )

sent by device j per Rslot can be expressed as

λACKscanslot
j (g,R) = P succ

sat λscanslot
j , (4.23)

where P succ
sat is the success probability in the saturation case. The saturated

probability is used to estimate the number of ACKs/RSTs, because these packets

are received only if SPs are transmitted. Hence, P succ
sat should be used to estimate

successful scan-packet transmission, and it can be derived from [9].

P succ
sat =

(g + 1)(1− τsat)
g

1− (1− τsat)(g+1)
. (4.24)

In (4.24), 1 is added for the AP in the expression (g+1). The IoT (ThIoT) and

scan (Thscan) throughput can be derived using (4.4)–(4.24). The formulation of

Thscan is given by

Thscan =

g∑
j=1

(P succ
AP λscanslot

j + P succ
j λACKscanslot

j )LscanMK, (4.25)

where Lscan is the packet size of the SPs. Similarly, the IoT throughput can be

expressed as

ThIoT =

g∑
j=1

(λUL
j P succ

j + λDL
j P succ

AP )LIoT, (4.26)

where LIoT is the size of the UL and DL packets. Without a loss of generality,

we consider the same packet size for both UL and DL data. Based on the IoT
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and scan throughputs, we present the security model to estimate the weights of

CONF, INT, AVA, and attack likelihood. Finally, we formulate the risk as an

objective function.

4.4.2 Risk Evaluation Model

In this subsection, we provide the complete mathematical formulation for risk,

which is function of the CVSS value, as expressed in (4.1). Owing to changes in

the temporal and environmental metrics, the overall CVSS score is given by [42]:

V = round(round(min(6.42×MISS +Modexp), 10)

× Tempmetric),

(4.27)

MISS = min(1− ((1− Creq ×Cmod)(1− Ireq × Imod)

(1− Areq ×Amod)), 0.915),

(4.28)

Tempmetric = AL×RL×RC. (4.29)

In (4.27), MISS is the modified impact score denoting the effects of attacks on

any system causing changes in CONF, INT, and AVA, compared with their re-

quirements, as defined in (4.28). In (4.28), Creq is the confidentiality requirement

that is set according to the type of data (e.g., sensitive) communicated by an

application or a system. Ireq is the integrity requirement that depends on the

importance of the accuracy of data communicated by an application, including

healthcare data, which has steep requirements. Similarly, Areq is the availability

requirement that is based on the importance of the accessibility of resources in the

system. From (4.27) and (4.28), V is a function of the modified CONF (Cmod),

modified INT (Imod), and modified AVA (Amod), modified because of changes in
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the environment, including available network resources. Moreover, V is also a

function of the Tempmetric, which is function of attack likelihood (AL), report

confidence (RC), and remediation level (RL). AL varies because of changes in

patching delay (Pdelay), which is formulated later in this section. The parame-

ter RL and RC are independent of scan rate. Hence, we do not formulate them

here. However, constant values are given as parameter settings in the next section.

The details and importance of each parameter can be found in [42]. Furthermore,

Modexp is the modified exploitability that reflects changes in attack approaches

by attackers and characteristics of vulnerable components. Its expression is taken

from [42].

Modexp =8.22×ModifiedAttackV ector

×ModifiedAttackComplexity

×ModififedPrivilegesRequired

×ModifiedUserInteraction.

(4.30)

In (4.30), ModifiedAttackV ector reflects a change in attack position of an at-

tacker from any network, remotely, in an adjacent network, locally, etc. Modified-

AttackComplexity describes the modification in attacker capability or skill to

exploit a vulnerability with information about the complexity of their approach.

Moreover, ModififedPrivilegesRequired represents a change in an attacker ’s

privilege before exploiting a vulnerability. Similarly, ModifiedUserInteraction

includes the need for any human access other than an attacker’s to compromise

the target network. The parameters in (4.30) are independent of the scan rate

and depend on attackers ’skills and approaches. Hence, we consider the value

from [42], which is discussed in the Results section.

CONF and INT of IoT packets are provided by IPsec from the encryption

and authentication of IoT packets transmitted between devices over untrusted
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networks. Moreover, we can say that Cmod and Imod of (4.28) depend on the

strength of the encryption algorithm. With IPsec, the sec-admin defines a set

of encryption algorithms for devices based on the observation of traffic and QoS

requirements, as discussed in Section 4.2. Devices negotiate and choose an

encryption algorithm that is transmitted during a security association. In this

way, the ESP protocol gets the information about the encryption algorithm to

be used. To generalize the model, we consider A to be the number of algorithms

suitable for IoT. These algorithms can be identified as AlgoE, where E varies

from 1 to A. In this study, we assign a weight value (E) to these algorithms

according to their strengths (A). Thus, AlgoA has E = A weight, which has a

higher strength than the weight of AlgoA−1 (i.e., E = A− 1), A− 2,......., and 1.

As discussed, sec-admins define the encryption algorithm for IoT devices based

on QoS requirements (e.g., throughput and delay) [37,39]. Moreover, sec-admins

can decide not to use any encryption algorithm or a weaker one in case of poor

performance to meet the QoS requirements. Thus, we include no encryption for

this thesis. With this model, we represent the assigned encryption algorithm

using a weight value (WE) for each device on the basis of the throughput ratio

(THratio) (i.e., ThIoT/(ThIoT + Thscan)). The weight based on the throughput

ratio is defined as

WE = E, if
E − 1

A
< THratio <

E

A
, E ∈ [1, A],N. (4.31)

For example, if THratio=0.15 and A=5, then E can be calculated on the basis of

the condition in (4.31), which is equal to two. From (4.31), WE is a function

of IoT throughput, which is a function of scan rate. The weights of Cmod and

Imod are determined according to the ratio of the assigned WE to their maximum
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weight (A). However, Cmod and Imod are defined as

Cmod =
WE

A
, (4.32)

Imod =
WE

A
. (4.33)

Cmod and Imod have the same formulae, owing to the ESP protocol with au-

thentication, which provides both CONF and INT by encrypting payload and

authentication data using the same encryption algorithm. Furthermore, we must

estimate Amod. Hence, Amod represents the impact of the availability on the IoT,

which can be expressed as the number of unsuccessful transmissions of IoT pack-

ets out of the total number of packets sent by a device in an Rslot. Hence, Amod

for a device, j, can be expressed as

Amod = (1− P succ
j )(

λUL
j ts

λUL
j ts + λACKscanslot

j

). (4.34)

After formulating the environmental sub-metrics, we derive the expression of

our focused temporal sub-metric (AL), which depends on the patching delay

(PD) of a device. AL is also function of mean time to compromise (MTTC)

any device, denoted as TC. MTTC is estimated by an attacker ’s expertise

and tools. However, there have been many studies that have estimated MTTC

duration. An attacker usually takes a few days to attack any system based on

abilities and tools. However, evaluating MTTC is beyond the scope of this study.

We instead consider a constant value that can be substituted from [47]. Thus,

AL can be defined as the ratio of PD to MTTC. However, if the MTTC is less

than the patching delay, then there will be a 100% likelihood that the device will
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be attacked. Based on this definition, AL can be formulated as

AL =


Pdelay
TC

if Pdelay < TC,

1 Otherwise.

(4.35)

The patching delay is defined as the time required to fix the existing vulnerabilities

in a device. There are two steps needed to patch the vulnerabilities: identifying

vulnerabilities in any port of a device and implementing patching algorithms.

Thus, the patching delay is equal to the time taken to identify vulnerabilities and

the patching algorithm processing time. Hence, we scan all ports of a device to

discover the vulnerabilities. The scan delay (tscan) includes the identification time

for all the vulnerabilities of a device. Moreover, we assume that patching algo-

rithms are available. Hence, the processing time (tpatch) for patching is constant.

The patching delay is formulated as

Pdelay = tscan + tpatch. (4.36)

In this study, we suppose that a SP is dedicated to probing a device port.

Moreover, the port scanner performs a horizontal scan, thus scanning all the ports.

However, as explained in Section 4.3, the scan delay varies with the scan rate and

network performance of the WLAN. Thus, the scan delay can be formulated based

on

tscan =
NPtb
N succ

Port

, (4.37)

where NP and N succ
Port are the total number of ports per device required to be

probed and the number of successfully scanned ports per beacon interval, respec-

tively. N succ
Port is calculated by the number of successful SYN packet transmissions

and ACK packets per beacon interval, except for waiting packets in their queue,
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expressed as

N succ
Port = (P succ

AP (λscanslot
j −RQscan

AP )−RQACKscan
j )P succ

avg MK. (4.38)

λscanslot
j is defined in (4.22). P succ

avg is the average probability of successfully trans-

mitting a packet by any device within a group, formulated as

P succ
avg =

∑g
j=1 P

succ
j

g
. (4.39)

In (4.38), RQscan
AP and RQACKscan

j are the average numbers of scan and ACK packets

waiting in the queue of the AP and any device per Rslot, respectively. In this

study, we consider a stable and infinite buffer (i.e., λ < 1
Y
). RQscan

AP and RQACKscan
j

can be formulated using Little’s theorem, expressed as

RQACKscan
j =

(λACKscan
j )2

1
Yj
( 1
Yj

− λACKscan
j )

. (4.40)

RQscan
AP =

(λscan
j )2

1
YAP

( 1
YAP

− λscan
j )

. (4.41)

The CVSS score of any vulnerability can be derived using (4.31)–(4.41) in the

CVSS equation, as presented in (4.27). The value of the calculated V of a device

is then substituted in (4.1) to finally get the objective function to minimize the

risk. The final optimization equation is given by

Minimize
TR

Risk(TR),

Subject to: TR, tb, tR, ts, N > 0.

(4.42)

From the overall mathematical model, we observe that the scan rate (R)

influences the IoT throughput and scan delay, which, in turn, degrades encryption

algorithms and increases the patching delay, respectively. Hence, we solve for the
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optimal R in the next section using numerical analysis and present our results,

which show that the risk to any IoT device can be minimized.

4.5 Numerical Analysis

Table 4.1: Parameter settings.

Variables Values

λULPU
j (packets/second) j, j ∈ [1, 10]

λDLPU
j ,λUL

B , λDL
B 2, 5, 5

NRAW, tb, ts 2, 1 s, 50 ms

DIFS, SIFS, ϕ [9] 252 µs, 160 µs, 52 µs, 0.132 ms

Wmin, m [9] 16, 7

P = Lscan/IoT, ACK [9] 64 bytes, 250 bits

IPv6 parameters: PIPv6, EIPv6 40 bytes, 2 bytes

datarate, δ 4 Mbps, 1µs

Th, AI, RC, RL, TC [41] [47] 1, 1, 0.95, 1, 10 days

4.6 Performance Evaluation

This section presents a numerical analysis of the mathematical model proposed

in the previous section. According to the model, we initially analyze the IoT

throughput at various scan rates per AP, which leads to changes in the weights

of CONF, INT, and AVA. Furthermore, we show the effect of variations in the

attack likelihood and patching delay on the scan rates per AP. In this analysis,

our objective is to minimize the risk to an IoT device at an optimal scan rate.
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Figure 4.2: IoT throughput at various scan rate.

Thus, we finally analyze the objective function. Doing so, we can vary only

N and R, because sec-admins are oblivious to other network settings. In this

analysis, IEEE 802.11ah frame and IPv6 packet structure parameters are used as

formulated in section 4.4.1.2, which are defined in Table 4.1 with other required

parameters for the analysis.

4.6.1 IoT Throughput and Environmental Metrics Anal-

ysis

Figure 4.2 shows the evaluation of the total IoT data throughput at various scan

rates for N = 100, 200 Het-IoT devices per AP over the IEEE 802.11ah RAW

mechanism. This analysis is performed on the basis of (4.26), where P succ
AP and
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P succ
j are derived from (4.11) and (4.10). From the result, we can observe that

the IoT throughput decreases as the scan rate increases, ultimately reaching a

saturation state (i.e., constant line). The reason for such behavior is the avail-

ability of channel resources at a low scan rate. Moreover, a low scan rate does not

contribute significantly to network congestion via IoT packets. Furthermore, the

rationale for saturated IoT throughput after a certain scan rate is the achieve-

ment of the maximum system load. We can also observe that N = 200 achieves a

higher IoT throughput than does N = 100, owing to channel access by a greater

number of devices per group for the former, which congests the limited network

per slot. According to the IoT throughput, we determine the modified CONF

and INT in Fig. 4.3. For this analysis, we consider five encryption algorithms

that are suitable for IoT-type devices. Hence, A is equal to five in (4.31). The

encryption algorithms include no encryption, DES-HW, DES, 3DES-HW, and

AES-128, in increasing order of strength. We analyze Cmod and Imod from (4.32)

and (4.33), which are functions of THratio according to WE. As discussed, the

IoT throughput decreases as the scan rate increases, which forces security admins

to set weaker algorithms or no encryption at a high scan rate. Consequently, the

values of WE, Cmod, and Imod decrease greatly. However, Cmod and Imod are

constant after a certain scan rate, owing to the saturated IoT throughput. For

N=200, the weights of Cmod and Imod are lower than those for N = 100, owing to

the lower IoT throughput of the former. Similarly, analysis of another parameter

of environmental metrics (i.e., Amod) is shown in Fig. 4.4, which is evaluated using

(4.34). In Fig. 4.4, we can see that the availability of packets decreases as the scan

rates increase, owing to an increase in the collision of IoT packets with a large

number of SPs. The availability of packets is higher for N=100 compared with

N=200, as in the former case, because there are few devices/groups. Thus, the

congestion in every Rslot is reduced. This impact of SPs on regular data can also
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Figure 4.3: Variation of Cmod and Imod at various scan rates.

be considered to be a scan attack [11]. Hence, our approach to optimize the scan

rate can avoid such types of attacks as well. From the discussion presented above,

we can conclude that an appropriate scan rate should be set such that environ-

mental sub-metrics can lead to high performance without significantly affecting

the security.

4.6.2 Temporal Metrics Analysis

The analysis of the temporal metrics is shown in Figs. 4.5 and 4.6. From Fig. 4.5,

we observe that the patching delay is high at low scan rates, owing to the slow

scan performance. It decreases to a certain scan rate. Thereafter, it increases

because of network congestion and unsuccessful transmission of SPs. Unsuccessful

transmission is responsible for the increase in the scan delay of the identification
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Figure 4.4: Availability of IoT packets at different scan rates.

of vulnerabilities or services at all ports. Attack likelihood is a function of the

patching delay, as determined by (4.35). Hence, in Fig. 4.6, the attack likelihood

has a higher value at low or high scan rates, and it is directly proportional to

the patching delay. Therefore, it is imperative to set an appropriate scan rate

such that the attack likelihood is minimized. Moreover, the patching delay and

attack likelihood for N=100 are lower than those for N=200, owing to the small

number of devices per group, which reduces the congestion at each Rslot. From

this discussion, we can conclude that an appropriate scan rate for N IoT devices

will reduce the impact on the temporal metrics of CVSS, which in turn will

improve the security.
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Figure 4.5: Patching-delay analysis at various scan rates.

4.6.3 Risk Minimization

Our objective in this analysis is to minimize the risk caused by the impact of

the scan rate on the security services of an IoT device. Finally, based on the

previous analysis and risk formulae, we present the result of risk evaluation at

various scan rates in Fig. 4.7. We can observe that the risk value is high at

lower scan rates owing to the influence of a high patching delay and high attack

likelihood. For instance, the risk value of 8.3 at a lower scan rate=100 for N=100.

As quantitative values of risk provided in Section 4.2, maximum value of risk can

be 10, that denotes low security of an IoT device. The risk value of 8.3 is close

to 10, which indicates that the risk on a IoT device is higher at a lower scan

rate. Similarly, the risk value at a higher scan rate such as 9000 for N=200 is

9.95, which is very close to 10. This implies that the IoT device can be highly
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Figure 4.6: Attack likelihood for an IoT device.

unsecured. Therefore, the risk is minimized for an IoT device to 1.91 in the case

of N=100 at R=3,500. The risk value 1.91 is close to 0, which means it has low

risk. Similarly, for N=200, the risk is minimized at R=1,300 and obtained risk

value is 4.6, which means risk is medium in this case. The optimal scan rate

is high for N=100 than N=200 owing to low congestion at network due to less

number of devices per group in N=100. From Fig. 4.7 and quantitative analysis,

we can see that our proposed model provides an optimal scan rate that minimizes

risk and improves the security of IoT device.
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Figure 4.7: Risk to each IoT device.

4.7 Summary

In this chapter, We proposed a novel network-aware IWPS used to set an optimal

scan rate for sec-admins such that the security of IoT devices is maximized over

emerging WLANs, such as IEEE 802.11ah. To include heterogeneous traffic of IoT

and scan-packet arrival, we designed a novel queue model based on the Markov

chain for each IoT device and AP. Then, we proposed a mathematical model

to estimate the IoT and scan throughput based on the IEEE 802.11ah RAW

mechanism, the CSMA/CA process, and the scan traffic for the proposed queue

model. We also formulated a mathematical model used to evaluate the risk to each

IoT device, which consists of new models used to assess CONF, INT, AVA, and

AL at various scan rates. Using these models, we performed numerical analyses
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to ascertain the effect of the scan rate on the variations of CONF, INT, AVA, and

AL caused by low network performance (e.g., IoT throughput, unsuccessful IoT

packet transmissions, and scan delays) under scan-rate variations. We optimized

this tradeoff by minimizing the risk to each device at an optimal scan rate in the

final analysis. From our analyses, we observed that an optimal scan rate provides

high security while ensuring QoS.
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Chapter 5

Conclusion

The realization of smart and innovative services such as healthcare, intelligent

transport system, and so on depends on the efficient IoT system. The key ele-

ments of IoT is the connectivity which plays major role in the realization of such

services. The key requirements of IoT wireless network are massive connection,

energy efficiency, and secure communication. In this vein, standards have been

developing communication technologies for IoT wireless network. 5G has been

developed and included new features for IoT-WWAN and IEEE 802.11ah is pro-

posed for IoT-WLAN. However, both communication technologies have trade-

off in terms of meeting requirements. The LTE-A pro networks under 5G has

technology such as group paging to enable massive connection and have other

technologies for end-to-end encryption for security. However, group paging is not

energy efficient. Similarly, IEEE 802.11ah has features like novel MAC protocol

for energy efficient and massive communications but still carries existing security

issues. Therefore, in this thesis, we focused on design energy efficient group pag-

ing for IoT over LTE-A Pro networks under 5G, and IWPS for securing IEEE

802.11ah enabled IoT-WLAN. Overall, this thesis designed models for energy effi-

cient and secure data communication system for IoT wireless network. Precisely,
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Chapter 5: Conclusion

our contributions are listed below: In chapter 2, the overview of data communica-

tion technologies over LTE-A Pro networks that is group paging was introduced.

Additionally, we mentioned the existing related works of group paging with novel

research direction. We have also introduced the overview IEEE802.11ah MAC

protocols and IWPS system for vulnerability identification in IoT-WLAN devices.

The related works of IWPS was also presented in this chapter.

In chapter 3, we discussed the research challenges related to group paging

that is energy efficient grouping of MIDs while providing packet delay and loss

requirements. In this chapter, we proposed novel mathematical models to find

the optimal groups for MIDs. In this model, we formulated novel packet arrival

delay and packet loss model for group paging system. Thereafter, we introduced

new energy models for the considered system. Based on these models, we formu-

lated convex optimization problem and provided the solution using Lagrangian

approach and Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions. Finally, we have analyzed the

models for groups having various characteristics and also compared the results

with conventional random grouping approach. Based on analysis, this chapter

concluded that our proposed solution saves significant amount of energy.

In chapter 4, we identified novel research problem of IWPS that can degrade

the IoT security by scanning IoT devices without the knowledge of network.

To solve such complex issue, in this chapter, we proposed novel mathematical

models to design network-aware IWPS for maximization of IoT security. First,

we proposed IoT traffic and network models to estimate IoT throughput in the

presence of scan packets at the WLAN. Based on these models, we modeled IoT

security by formulating risk metric as function of scan rate, and then calculated

the optimize scan rate to maximize IoT security and minimize risk. This chapter

also presented the numerical analysis of proposed models and confirmed that

network-oblivious scan can degrade the IoT security in spite of improving it.
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Chapter 5: Conclusion

In chapter 5, we concluded this thesis.

As mentioned above, in this research, we have improved a new feature of

LTE-A pro network under 5G and improving the IWPS for maximizing security.

Hence, our proposed models and results will be big contribution for meeting the

requirements of IoT during the deployment of these technologies.
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Appendix

In this Appendix, we present the derivation of the PMF of the distribution of SPs

(Pscan) to a device in an Rslot (i.e., as stated in (4.21)). Let us assume that SPs

arriving per Rslot are distributed randomly. Hence, we derive the distribution

of incoming SPs per slot. Let X be a discrete random variable signifying the

number of SPs assigned to a device, x ∈ [1, R′]. There are g devices in a group.

Hence, total number of ways SPs (totalway) can distribute among g devices can

be given as formulation of distribution of identical objects into distinct bins (i.e.,

identical SPs to distinct devices), expressed below:

totalway =
g+R′−1CR′−1. (A.1)

However, the number of ways SPs (totalxway(x)) can be distributed, given a device

receives x SPs that range from 1 to R′, is formulated below:

totalxway(0) =
g+R′−2CR′−2

totalxway(1) =
g−1+R′−2CR′−2

...

totalxway(R
′) = g−R′+R′−2CR′−2. (A.2)

Based on (A.2), the expression for totalxway(x) can be written as

totalxway(x) =
g−x+R′−2CR′−2 x ∈ [1, R′]. (A.3)
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The PMF for receiving x packets by a device can be written as

Pscan(X = x) =
g−x+R′−2CR′−2

g+R′−1CR′−1

. (A.4)
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